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The Amateurs 2005 Michael Traegers 97 Mins. Michael Traeger's directorial debut The Amateurs is a hillarious, sexy comedy about this small 
town's attempt to make what becomes the world's most innocent adult film. The quest begins 
innocently enough with Andy (Jeff Bridges) seeing that sex is everywhere; in the paper, all over 
town, everywhere. It's a multi-billion dollar industry, and better yet, one of its more popular forms is 
the amateur variety. And Andy and his friends are indeed amateurs, so better yet, one of its more 
popular forms is the amateur variety. And Andy and his friends are indeed amateurs, so why 
shouldn't they be able to strike it rich in this booming industry? The Amateurs is a sweetly comic 
film that plays with the conventions of filmmaking and the movie business all while having fun with 
its good-hearted characters. 

Cable Car August 10th 5:00 PM

Land of the Blind 2006 Robert Edwards 101 Min. LAND OF THE BLIND is a satiric and timely political drama about terrorism, revolution, and the 
power of memory. In an unnamed place and time, an idealistic soldier named Joe (Ralph Fiennes) 
strikes up an illicit friendship with a political prisoner named Thorne (Donald Sutherland), who 
eventually recruits him into a bloody coup d'etat. But in the post-revolutionary world, what Thorne 
asks of Joe leads the two men into bitter conflict, spiraling downward into madness until Joe's co-
conspirators conclude that they must erase him from history.

Cable Car August 10th 7:00 PM

Musi Byt Ma (She Must Be Mine) 2005 North 
American

Maxwell Hoffman 10 mins. John and Maria's marriage is falling apart.  When an art buyer comes to see her husband's work 
Maria flirts openly with the stranger in order to make her husband jealous.  But Maria may be 
getting herself into more trouble than she imagined possible.

Castle Theater August 10th 5:00 PM

Campaign Manager 2005 Tom Repetto 13 mins. In the Corrupt World of High School Politics, One Man Took a Stand.  A political satire set in a high 
school teen comedy, 'Campaign Manager' shows Joe McKenna's quest to clean up high school 
politics.

Castle Theater August 10th 5:00 PM

Lost Sole 2005 Sanif Olek 18 mins. Family How far could your go without your sole?Master Haji Sabtu embarks on a journey of regression 
when he lost his sandals after a Friday noon prayer at the mosque.

Castle Theater August 10th 5:00 PM

The One About the Nun and the 
Priest 

2006 Joel  Murray 38 mins. 'The one about the Nun and the Priest' is a heartwarming, socially relevant tale.  It asks us the 
question 'why does everyone get to fall in love, except the ones chosen to do God's work?'

Castle Theater August 10th 5:00 PM

Disappearances 2006 Jay Craven 97 mins.  Prohibition-era whiskey-running adventure, comedy and family drama, based on the award-winning 
novel by Howard Frank Mosher, and set along the Vermont/Canadian border.

Castle Theater August 10th 9:00 PM

Head Shot 2005 U.S. Dennis Heaton 7 mins. AC An actor discovers his audition is actually a snuff film. Then he finds out he didn't get the part... Castle Theater 2 August 10th 5:15 PM

Benjamin's Struggle 2005
 James Breese 0:17:18 Set in 1930s Germany, Benjamin's Struggle is the tale of a young boy's attempt to steal the original 

manuscript of Hitler's Mein Kampf in the hope that it will end the suffering of his family.
Castle Theater 2 August 10th 5:15 PM

Leise Krieger (Silent Warriors) 2004 Alexander Dierbach 30 mins. FIND YOUR CHILD!EXPERIENCE YOUR PAST !FIGHT FOR YOUR LOVE ! Castle Theater 2 August 10th 5:15 PM
Lemmings 2005 Ron Fleischer 9 mins AC

Why do lemmings, those loveable arctic rodents, commit mass suicide to the point of 
extinction every four years? This traditionally animated short explores the answers through 
the eyes of two lemming buddies, Ken and Artie. Join them on their final march to the cliff 
as they contemplate the meaning of life, death, and the pinecone trick.

Castle Theater 2 August 10th 5:15 PM

The Pill 2006 East Coast Michelle Goetsch 17 mins. AC Mike and Rachel Larson are surprised by a positive pregnancy test, while using the birth control pill. 
Although the baby cannot be found on the sonogram, there is an intimate bond between mother 
and child that is desperately upheld. When the discovery of Inderal (a pill used to erase traumatic 
memories) complicates matters, “The Pill” reveals ala O’Henry…Some things are better left 
forgotten. 

Castle Theater 2 August 10th 5:15 PM

Titles on My Bookshelves 2006 World Erica Collins 3 min Titles explores every individual’s journey to maturity.  From a little girl’s fear of the unknown to a 
young adult’s strength to stand up to an authority figure, the movie captures the full spectrum of 
emotions that all of us live and learn from.  In a dramatic finally, the heroine’s coming of age 
crossroads are tied into the titles on her bookshelves. 

Castle Theater 2 August 10th 5:15 PM

MAGIC(S) 2005 Todd Felderstein 84 mins Jewish  In a moving display of 'tikkun olam', a beloved magician conjures laughter and humor from 
Palestinian and Jewish kids living together while hospitalized due to injury and disease. As a 
medical magician and very gifted and generous entertainer, Magic Michael details how two 
cultures, embroiled in war, can continue to function, side by side, both in a hospital and on the map.

Castle Theater 2 August 10th 7:15 PM

She Kills He 2006 New England Dave Rodriguez 20 mins. G&L Somewhere between he and she, a pure and innocent love story is exposed. Castle Theater August 10th 7:00 PM
Whole New Thing 2005 Amnon Buchbinder 92 Min. G&L Brimming with dry wit and sensuality, Whole New Thing depicts the many life changes occuring 

around Emerson Thorsen, a precocious thirteen-year-old thrust from his hippie home school 
environment into the odd world of public school. Having a mature confidence and intellect unusual 
for his age, Emerson grows close to his attractive older English teacher Mr. Grant (Daniel MacIvor), 
a private man struggling with a proclivity for bathroom encounters. Meanwhile, his seemingly 
carefree parents' bedroom troubles come to a head through Emerson's growing obsession with Mr. 
Grant. Amnon Buchbinder is a fresh, smart, and sweet coming-of-age story about family, love, lust 
and missed connections.

Castle Theater August 10th 7:00 PM

The Phoenix Lights Documentary 2006 RI Lynne D. Kitei, M.D. 75 mins. Doc ..."WE ARE NOT ALONE" Castle Theater 2 August 10th 9:15 PM

Hubris 2006  Gary King 19 mins. Single and lonely, Barry allows himself to be talked into a speed dating scheme guaranteed to land 
him a date by his best friend, Jeremy. Unfortunately, the women at the speed dating session have a 
plan of their own. Jeremy and Barry learn that love truly is a battlefield.

Cinematheque August 10th 5:15 PM

Available Men 2005 World 
Premiere

David Dean Bottrell 15 mins. A Hollywood agent (dispatched to sign a "hot" new writer) and a sensitive gay man (waiting for a 
blind date), mistake each other for the person they were expecting to meet.

Cinematheque August 10th 5:15 PM



Boy-Next-Door 2005  Travis Davis 15 mins. Calvin thinks his new next door neighbor will bring his unlucky streak to an end.  Unfortunately, he's 
right…

Cinematheque
August 10th

5:15 PM

DentaMate 2006 North 
American

Christopher Kezelos 6 mins AC Not all Dentists are created equal Cinematheque August 10th 5:15 PM

Fancy 2005 Lori Grossman 4 mins. AC Julie is mortified after visiting her gynecoligist.  The events are retold to her friend Amanda over a 
cell phone conversation.

Cinematheque August 10th 5:15 PM

eleVATE 2006 North 
American

Ben Shackleford 34 mins. 'eleVATE' a dark psychological thriller, tells the story of an insecure loner named Rowly, who 
develops an unhealthy obsession with a voice activated elevator in his office building.

Cinematheque August 10th 1:00 PM

Happiness 2006 sophie barthes 11 mins. One evening, after work, Iwona buys a box of happiness in a strange discount store and has to 
decide what to do with it.

Cinematheque August 10th 1:00 PM

La Vida y Obra de John H. 2005 Lourdes Rebora 15 mins A theater spectator gets caught up in a strange world when he is forced to play a part on stage.  He 
will soon discover that the lines between reality and fiction have disappeared, and that he is about 
to participate in a crime.

Cinematheque August 10th 1:00 PM

Nostalgia Boy 2006 Michael Meinhardt 19 mins. A young man adrift in a dream world of nostalgia confronts his arch nemesis in order to save a life 
and ultimitely creates a new world out of what he loves most - his past.

Cinematheque August 10th 1:00 PM

Owned 2005 Mathieu Ferguson 9 mins.  When online gaming turns to love, there are no survivors. Cinematheque August 10th 1:00 PM

Ten Souls Rising 2005 Emily Rosdeitcher 20 mins. 'No Exit,' New York style. Cinematheque August 10th 1:00 PM

The RIP OFF 2006 Kun Chang 10 mins. The two sales-sharks at Davidson's are the masters of the grey market, but this time their scheme 
takes an unusual turn

Cinematheque August 10th 1:00 PM

Das Mass der Dinge (The 
Measure of Things)

2005 Sven Bohse 36 mins. Don, a young souschef has to take charge of the kitchen for the first time. When a restaurant critic 
appears, he is given the chance of a lifetime.

Cinematheque August 10th
3:00 PM

Die Trojansche Kuh (The Trojan 
Cow)

2005  Barbara Stepansky 24 mins. In 1973, two teenagers are illegally transported across the East German border inside a 
hollow cow. An unexpected love story blossoms in the midst of a dangerous situation. 
Inspired by true events.

Cinematheque August 10th 3:00 PM

Half Term 2006 Tony Hagger 26 mins. First love at Half Term - a boy's dangerous dilemma. Cinematheque August 10th 3:00 PM

Incomplete 2006 Yann Demange 18 mins. AC Daniel wakes up one morning to discover that his penis has disappeared. We share his journey as 
he struggles to come to terms with his new life without genitals.

Cinematheque August 10th 5:15 PM

Eve of Understanding 2005 East Coast Alyson Shelton 93 mins. A married man.  An abusive father.  A religious zealot.  All stops on Donna's trip to carry out her 
mother's dying wish.  But even in death Eve can't calm the storm caused by secrets and lies.

Cinematheque August 10th 7:00 PM

Kali Ma 2006 U.S. Will Graham 10 mins. Family When a suburban Indian mother finds out her son has been brutalized at school, she takes matters 
into her own hands. In her sari and white sneakers, she lumbers to the bully's house and delivers 
her own brand of vigilante justice. At once a complex character study and an electric action 
dramedy, Kali Ma takes a profound look at the secrets that divide mothers and sons, and the love 
that ultimately brings them together.

Cinematheque

August 10th 7:00 PM
Jukebox Vanishing America 2005 World Christopher Gallo 8 mins. Doc

Travel along, look, and listen as we take a sentimental journey back in time through one of 
America's most beloved forms of entertainment - the jukebox. Everybody's talking about the 
iPod, but many of us still fondly remember the jukebox. This important project helps us 
remember a vanishing piece of American history... before it is soon all but forgotten.

Cinematheque

August 10th 9:00 PM

Pirate Radio USA 2005

Jeff  Pearson 84 mins

Doc

Pirate Radio USA is a look at the underground world of illegal radio stations, where people 
play and say what they want--until the FCC catches them. DJ's Him and Her take you on a 
rock-n-roll trip inside rogue stations across the country to show why Americans fight to free 
the airwaves.

Cinematheque August 10th 9:00 PM

The Table 2005 World Chris Byrne 8 mins. Jewish as a Family we live and die at a table Columbus Theatre August 10th 4:45 PM

Encounter Point 2006 Ronit Avni, Julia Bacha 89 mins. Jewish An Israeli settler, a Palestinian ex-prisoner, a bereaved Israeli mother and a wounded Palestinian 
bereaved brother risk their lives to promote a nonviolent end to the conflict.  Their journeys lead 
them to the unlikliest of places to confront hatred within their communities.  A film about the 
everyday leaders within our midst.

Columbus Theatre August 10th 4:45 PM

A Taste of Nate 2006 Jim McGorman 5 mins. Doc A TASTE OF NATE is a four-minute documentary of Nate Wiley and The Crowd Pleasers, the 
house band at Bob and Barbara's Lounge in Philadelphia.

Columbus Theatre August 10th 6:45 PM

Wetlands Preserved: The Story of 
an Activist Rock Club

2005 Dean Budnick 97 Mins. Doc
New York City nightclub Wetlands Preserve fostered the music of the Dave Matthews 
Band, Phish and Ben Harper while simultaneously supporting a social and environmental 
activism center. Archival footage, soundboard recordings and the work of a dozen digital 
animators help to relate its story from February 1989 through September 2001.

Columbus Theatre August 10th 6:45 PM

Caffeine 2005 U.S John  Cosgrove 88 mins. CAFFEINE invites us to spend a lunch hour with the quirky staff and patrons at a London coffee 
house where the relationships of several couples are turned upside down by the revelation of 
embarrassing secrets and idiosyncrasies.

Columbus Theatre August 10th 9:15 PM

Dirt 2005

Greg Biggerstaff 81 mins.

Doc

A season inside the soul of American racing—the World Class Street Stocks--at the legendary 
Devil’s Bowl Speedway, in Mesquite, Texas--as the racers careen on and off the track toward the 
2002 season championship. 

IMAX August 10th

9:30 PM
Love Letter 2005 Trent Jones 17 mins Family Based loosely on As You Like It,   Love Letter is the tale of Henry, a boy who loses a love 

letter written to the girl of his dreams and must survive the perils of 7th grade to win back 
her heart.

IMAX August 10th 10:30 AM



All Aboard 2006
World Grant Chang 5 mins.

Kids
A mother and her baby live near train tracks.  The rythms and sounds of the train merge 
into the routine of their daily lives.

IMAX August 10th 9:30 AM

Lost in the Woods 2006  Robert Sams, Laura 
Sams

29 mins. Kids Shirley, an old box turtle, meets a very lost raccoon named Fernando Hernandafandavez, 
and helps him discover the magic of spring.  Together they learn about a newborn fawn 
who sleeps alone in the woods.

IMAX August 10th 9:30 AM

Smile 2005  Chris Mais 8 mins. Kids This entertaining romp utilizes motion capture and live action techniques to relate the story of a 
smiley face balloon and a rubber man who team up to outwit the wicked pirate toy they share their 
children's playroom with.

IMAX August 10th 9:30 AM

Swinging 2005  Jeffrey Sarre 4 mins. Kids Two shoes begin to dance in an attic. Find out what happens when a lonely glove tries to join in. IMAX August 10th 9:30 AM
The Cole Nobody Knows 2006 RI Clay Walker 21 mins. Doc The Cole Nobody Knows' is a documentary on Chicago-native Freddy Cole, the lesser 

known, yet equally talented younger brother of Nat 'King' Cole.  At age 74, with his current 
recording receiving international acclaim, Freddy Cole is finally being recognized for his 
amazing musical talent. The film showcases Mr. Cole's many talents and examines the 
perplexing riddle of being in the shadow of a famous sibling. 

Jane Pickens

August 10th

1:00 PM

ears, open. eyeballs, click 2005 Canaan Brumley 95 mins. Doc This is the story of the United States Marine Corps drill instructors and the many recruits that they 
train during one trip through boot camp. Told through the eyes and ears of thirteen characters, this 
is an initmate and cinematic exploration of military dehumanization. 

Jane Pickens August 10th 5:00 PM

A Life Among Whales 2005  Bill Haney 57 mins. Family, Local 'A Life Among Whales is a fascinating exploration into one man's lifelong quest to save the 
whales -- with a passion and spirit that helped to ignite the modern day environmental 
movement. Weaving together natural history and biography, this film forces us to question 
our stewardship of the Earth and our co-existence with some of its most intriguing 
creatures.

Jane Pickens

August 10th 1:00 PM
Shipwrecked 2006 Devon Bolton 10 mins. Family A lonely 10-year-old boy discovers a miniature shipwreck on an isolated beach and is 

shocked to find dozens of tiny footprints leading away from the historic sailing vessel. As 
the boy follows the prints, uncovering tiny artifacts along the way, his journey is ended 
when he finds all is not what it seems.  Shipwrecked is a tale of imagination, intrigue, and 
the childhood capacity for embracing the remarkable.

Jane Pickens August 10th 1:00 PM

Flying Downhill: Bode Miller 2005 William Rogers 84 mins Doc Bode Miller has become a legend in ski racing. The lore is the lure - wild, untamed, gorwing 
up without elctricity in the hills of New Hampshire. But the true sotry is more complex and 
richer as we see what makes Bode go so fast and see if he can bring his great speed to the 
bottom of the course, through ALL the gates.

Jane Pickens August 10th

3:00 PM

Brats 2005

Donna Musil 90 mins. 

Doc

American military "brats" of all ethnicities share intimate memories about their strange, but 
interesting childhoods - growing up on military bases around the world, then struggling to fit into an 
America with which they have little in common, but for whom they sacrificed their youths. Narrated 
by Kris Kristofferson. Featuring songs by Kris Kristofferson, interviews with General H. Norman 
Schwarzkopf, and never-before-seen archival footage from post-war Germany and Japan.

Jane Pickens August 10th 7:00 PM

Katrina's Wake Kathilynn Phillips Jane Pickens
August 10th 9:00 PM

Vajra Sky Over Tibet 2005 John Bush 88 mins. Doc VAJRA SKY OVER TIBET is a documentary feature and a cinematic pilgrimage into 
Buddhist Tibet bearing witness to this luminous tradition and the dark threat to its very 
survival. Revealing a covert plot by the Chinese authorities to destroy this ancient faith from 
within, this documentary feature celebrates the defiant ardor & devotion of the Tibetans. It 
has received the blessing of The Dalai Lama.

Jane Pickens August 10th 9:00 PM

Open Window 2005 Mia Goldman 97 Mins. A struggling young photographer and an assistant professor are newly engaged and madly in love 
when their lives are shattered by a random act of violence.

Cable Car August 11th 5:00 PM

Wil 2006 World Jeremy Weinstein 82 minutes Set entirely inside a lift, which represents the inside of Wil Schindel's head, this comically 
philosophical journey follow's Wil as he contemplates a promotion he's just been offered. 

Cable Car August 11th 7:00 PM

The Great Yokai War 2005 Takashi Miike 124 mins. Horror A young boy with a troubled home life becomes "chosen," and he stumbles into the middle of a 
great spirit war, where he meets a group of friendly spirits who become his companions through his 
journey. Now he must fight to protect his friends and free the world of the spirits from oppression. 
The creatures and ghosts are taken directly from Japanese folklore and range from the cute and 
silly to the disturbing.

Cable Car August 11th Midnight

Celamy 2005  Julie Anne 
Meerschwam

19 mins. Family When Nelly's mom passes away when she's only 5 years old, she creates “Celamy,” an imaginary 
friend, to help her cope with her loss. For years the two girls are inseparable. But once Nelly 
becomes a teenager, it becomes obvious to Celamy that she's no longer needed, in fact that she's 
in the way. So now it's up to Celamy to choose: should she stay like she wants to, or leave so that 
Nelly can grow up?

Castle Theater August 11th 5:00 PM

Queen of Cactus Cove 2005  Anna Christopher 22 mins. Family Alia Shawkat (ARRESTED DEVELOPMENT) stars as Billie Scott, a teenage chess champ with 
everything going for her: a winning streak, a great practice partner, and a victory at today?s 
Regional Chess Championship in the bag ... or so she thinks.? When she faces her best friend 
(Alex Frost of ELEPHANT) at the championship table, she needs more than good moves to win the 
game.?? 

Castle Theater August 11th

5:00 PM
Confessions of a Late Bloomer 2005  Jen McGowan 15 mins Confessions of a Late Bloomer is the story of Donny, a pre-pubescent 15 year-old boy who 

desperately tries to become a man by the high school pool party at the end of the week in order to 
win Sheila, the love of his life, away from Cal, the school thug.

Castle Theater

August 11th 5:00 PM
Love you, Joseff Hughes 2006 Dan Hartley 11 mins. Family On a remote Welsh island, an innocent game of catch leads Anna and Joseff into an ancient 

graveyard. Venturing deeper onto the island, their play evolves into an exploration of life, love and 
loss...

Castle Theater August 11th 5:00 PM



Once Not Far From Home 2005  Ben Van Hook 18 mins. Family Actors Erik Per Sullivan (Malcolm in the Middle), Skye McCole Bartusiak (The Patriot), Daniel Hugh 
Kelly (Stars Trek: Insurrection), Brett Rice (Monster) and veteran actor James Best (The Dukes of 
Hazard) star in this captivating, thought-provoking tale that proves true love really does last forever.

Castle Theater August 11th 5:00 PM

The Double 2006  Rani DeMuth 25 mins.  A man begins a journey beyond the imagination to discover what is truly important in his life. Castle Theater August 11th 9:00 PM
You Did What? 2005 Jeff Morris 87 mins.  When his brother proposes to a girl after knowing her less than 24 hours, marriage phobic 

Charlie Porter finds himself stuck between a 2 carat rock and a hard place with his long-
term girlfriend.

Castle Theater August 11th 7:00 PM

Paradox 2005 Jeremy Haccoun 19 mins. What if you woke up at the bottom of a well with no memories, with an old man claiming you're in a 
dungeon, in the Middle Ages, sentenced to starve to death?

Castle Theater August 11th 9:00 PM

Outtake 2006

World 
Premiere

Charlotte Robinson 10 mins.

G&L

OUTTAKE was produced to defuse the gay marriage controversy. 
This short fast-moving documentary provides crucial information and insight about the historic days 
leading up to May 17, 2004 when Gay Marriage became legal in Massachusetts.  Arline Isaacson, 
Co-Chair of the Massachusetts Gay and Lesbian Political Caucus guides the viewing audience 
through this controversial civil rights issue with intelligence, candor, common sense and humor.

Castle Theater 2 August 11th 7:15 PM

Bob and Jack's 52-Year 
Adventure 

2006 World Stu Maddux 42 mins. Doc, G&L The most compelling documentary yet of a lifelong relationship between two men, how it survived 
the past 52-years; how it stays intact through the challenges of growing old gay- how gay and 
straight couples can have the same lifelong love.

Castle Theater 2 August 11th 7:15 PM

Morris 2006 East Coast Adam Locke-Norton, 
Nathan Fielder, Ryan 
W. Smith

6 mins. G&L At eighty-seven years of age, Morris decides it's finally time to come out of the closet. Castle Theater 2 August 11th 7:15 PM

Punk Love 2006 East Coast Nick Lyon 75 mins. Punk Love  is the tragedy of Spike and Sarah. The endearing story of two young lovers unable to 
survive without another, and unable to be together because of the oppressive and unjust powers of 
a post 911 world. A tale of two young lovers fighting for their dream of escaping their rainy reality, 
and going to where the sun always shines; California. But, Spike and Sarah’s fate is all but the 
Hollywood ending they are fighting for. In the end, all they have are each other, and their love for 
one another, a love that can’t be torn apart. Unconditional love.

Castle Theater 2 August 11th 9:00 PM

Slice of Heaven 2005  
Christopher Kinsella 6 mins.

It takes a lot of bacon to grow the most beautiful garden on the block. But without children, 
all that pork fat would be for naught.

Castle Theater 2 August 11th 5:15 PM

Windows Masks Door 2006  Sarah Orenstein 5 mins. Family In an old radio, a conductor tunes a medley of tracks revealing masked players hidden. Castle Theater 2 August 11th 5:15 PM

Caught in Paint 2003  Rita  Blitt 6 mins. Doc 'Caught in Paint' captures painter/sculptor Rita Blitt painting on transparent surfaces while 
the David Parsons Dance Co. dance in mid-air thru the painting imitating Blitt's paint 
strokes.  Photographer Lois Greenfield shoots dynamic stills during process.

Castle Theater 2 August 11th 5:15 PM

Etrom's Gift 2006

World Daniel J. Coplan 7 mins. "Etrom's Gift" is a  hypnotic and poetic exploration of the birth, life, death, afterlife cycle of existence 
via the reincarnation of four lives. 
Etrom is morte spelled backwards.  From the Latin, morte, means death. I have been 
told that the knowledge of our mortality is a gift. But, what exactly does that mean.  Then, I had a 
dream 
while I was awake, I could not get it out of my head.  That's where this film came from." 

Castle Theater 2 August 11th 5:15 PM

Kill Your Darlings 2005 East Coast

Ben Price 8 mins.

AC Though visual metaphors and powerful imagery, 'Kill Your Darlings' confronts themes of 
innocence and sacrifice while taking a closer look at the devisive role America plays 
concerning youth and the military.

Castle Theater 2 August 11th 5:15 PM

Round It Goes 2005

Joe Stillman 7 mins.

AC

For four people starting their day in Los Angelas, what goes on in their heads is exciting, heroic, 
dangerous, furious; a whole adventure lived out in their minds. Next time you're stuck in traffic, take 
a look at the stories going round and round in your own head.

Castle Theater 2 August 11th 5:15 PM

The Intimacy of Strangers 2005  Eva Weber 20 mins. A story of life, love, loss and hope - told entirely through overheard mobile phone conversations of 
random strangers.

Castle Theater 2 August 11th 5:15 PM

Westbound/Eastbound 2005 New England Rohan Bader 6 mins. Family Westbound / Eastbound is a multicultural music video featuring an all vocal audio track and 
traditional experimental film editing.  

Castle Theater 2 August 11th 5:15 PM

Now You See Me, Now You Don't 2005 Attila Szász 30 mins.  It seemed like an ordinary day. Dad is experimenting in the lab, Mom is at home boiling water, 
while their six-year-old son, Alex, is playing around her. But this day is different. This day Dad 
brings something home from the lab. And the next morning...Alex becomes invisible. 

CCA August 11th 7:00 PM

Dear Josh 2006 Brendan  Gibbons 7 mins. Josh magically manages to find the cure to his broken heart by inadvertently taking revenge on his 
now ex-girlfriend.

Cinematheque August 11th 1:00 PM

Big Bad Swim 2006 New England Ishai Setton 93 Min. AC The Big Bad Swim is an ensemble comedy drama about a group of Connecticut locals who meet at 
an adult education beginner's swim class. The film stars Paget Brewster (Huff), Jeff Branson (All 
My Children), Jess Weixler, and Ricky Ullman (Phil of the Future).

Cinematheque August 11th 5:00 PM

The Clap 2005 North 
American

Geoff Lindsey 12 mins. Family An obsessive classical concertgoer wants to be the first clapper at the end of every symphony and 
sonata. But when he inflicts the clap incessantly on his pianist idol, the tormented virtuoso decides 
to fight back- with music…

Cinematheque August 11th 5:00 PM

Self Love 2005 Peter Vidani 2 mins. AC Peter and Peter work through the miscommunication of their conversation. Cinematheque August 11th 1:00 PM
Lookin' For Some Posse 2005 Gavin Carlton 10 mins. Family Existential treatment of a group of westerners trying to put together a posse to go after a guy who 

shot holes in their hats.  A cross between Waiting for Godot and Blazing Saddles.
Cinematheque

August 11th
1:00 PM

Phobias 2006
Bert&Bertie 
Bert&Bertie

7 mins. A surreal adventure into the minds of five phobiacs in a waiting room
Cinematheque

August 11th 1:00 PM

Que La Force Soit Avec Raoul 
(May The Force Be With Raoul)

2005 EDOUARD 
BLANCHOT

14 mins. Family Raoul must confront the terrible 'Skull Crusher' in a fight he cannot win. His only hope is to find the 
wood fairy !

Cinematheque August 11th
1:00 PM



The Man Who Couldn't Dance 2005 Barry Prescott 11 mins. Alge dreams of being a dancer. The only thing standing in his way are his legs. He doesn't have 
any.

Cinematheque August 11th 1:00 PM

Uso Justo 2005 Coleman Miller 22 mins. What hapens when an experimental filmmaker makes a narrative film about an 
experimental filmmaker making an experimental film in a fictional town? When the 
filmmaker takes liberties with an obscure 1959 Mexican film and reworks it to his liking 
....Uso Justo.  (roughly translated : 'Fair Use')

Cinematheque August 11th 1:00 PM

Zombie-American

2005

 Nick Poppy 9 mins.  Glen (Ed Helms of The Daily Show) likes to read, do crosswords, and play basketball. He's looking 
for a girlfriend. Glen is also a Zombie-American. This film will help audiences understand that 
zombies are just you like everyone else...if everyone else is a walking, talking, rotting corpse.

Cinematheque August 11th 1:00 PM

DVD 2005  Ciro Altabás 18 mins. This short film includes: scene selection / trailer / selected cut scenes / alternative ending / 
eliminated scene / video-clip / featurette: 'What's a freak?' /  audiocommentary / character selection 
and a boy-meets-girl story.

Cinematheque August 11th

3:00 PM

The Circle 2005

Yuri Zeltser 98 mins. 'The Circle' is a mind-bending supernatural mystery, shot in one 96-minute long 
uninterrupted take, with no edits whatsoever.  It tells the story of a YOUNG WOMAN, who 
embarks on a harrowing mission to save her husband from being murdered by a contract 
killer.  She has less than two hours to track down the assassin-for-hire, stop him from 
completing the 'job', and... try not to become a target herself.  In the course of her 
nighmarish journey, secrets from the past are unearthed, strange alliances are formed, and 
finally, in a dizzying twist, the true nature of her quest is revealed.

Cinematheque

August 11th 3:00 PM
Fat Rose and Squeaky 2005 World Sam Irvin 108 mins Friendship, poetry, tofu casserole and a 32 caliber pistol make for lifelong friends. Cinematheque August 11th 7:00 PM

Boy Culture 2006  Q. Allan Brocka 88 mins G&L In this sharply written gay comedy of manners, a successful male escort begins to rethink his 
chosen profession, spurred on by newly complex relationships with his younger gung-ho roommate 
and an older unusually chivalrous client. 

Cinematheque August 11th 9:15 PM

Davy and Stu 2006 Soman Chainani 13 mins. G&L  Based on Anton Dudley's highly acclaimed play. As the sun sets over a swampy Scotland bog, two 
boys meet in the darkness as part of a nightly ritual. Part character study, part love story, DAVY 
AND STU is a heartwrenching look at the intensity of adolescent romance and forbidden love.

Cinematheque August 11th

9:15 PM
Is One of You Eddie? 2006 World Michael Simon 8 mins. G&L Stereotypes are challenged as four attractive gay men unfairly judge their neighbor, Eddie, 

who doesn't fit the 'West Hollywood' mold. When Eddie is visited by a drop dead gorgeous 
hunk for a massage appointment their curiosity is piqued. - Mouth watering production 
design and hysterical performances highlight this comedy for all audiences.

Cinematheque August 11th 9:15 PM

Full Disclosure 2005 Douglas Horn 16 mins. Everett decides to reveal every terrible habit, attitude, and hang-up on the FIRST DATE.  
Shockingly, women don't respond as he'd hoped...until he meets Brinn, who's willing to play his 
game and try for Full Disclosure

Columbus Theatre

August 11th

5:00 PM

Swimming 2006 Diane Lisa Johnson 18 mins. A shy mailroom clerk's life is changed when she takes a coworker's discarded love letter from the 
trash and decides to reply. Inter-office cat fighting, deception and romance ensue in this 
entertaining film about the distance between the life you have and the life you want. 

Columbus Theatre August 11th 9:00 PM

Deadpan Valentine 2006 U.S. Robin  Lindsey 80 mins. An 'Anti Rom Com' that follows the adventures of two very different flatmates during one grim 
Valentine's Day.

Columbus Theatre August 11th 9:15 PM

Jane Lloyd 2005 Happy 6 mins AC 'Jane Lloyd' is a musically driven short film centered around the title character's written name, 
which tells her entire life story in five visually intoxicating minutes.

Columbus Theatre August 11th 5:00 PM

Special 2006 Jeremy Passmore 82 mins. A lonely meter-maid has a psychotic reaction to his medication and becomes convinced he's a 
superhero.  A very select group of people in life are truly gifted. Special is a movie about everyone 
else.

Columbus Theatre August 11th

5:00 PM
A Grocery Story 2005  John D'Arco 17 mins Leonard, a young man of extraordinary accomplishment, has always believed the key to success lies in 

possessing the right information and the right strategy. Confident in his beliefs, he invades the local 
supermarket to sweep the store manager, Tracy, off her feet. He quickly learns that a woman's heart cannot 
won by the best laid plans -- or can it?

Columbus Theatre

August 11th 7:00 PM
In A Day 2006 East Coast Evan Richards 80 mins. An impulsive dialogue driven drama, comedy, romance with an edge.  Young musician Ashley 

Branstead has a nasty and unpleasant experience with a stranger one morning, only to encounter 
another mysterious young man named Michael.  Together, Ashley and Michael spend an 
unpredictable day with an outcome that will change their relationship forever.

Columbus Theatre August 11th 7:00 PM

Crooked Mick of the Speewah 2005  Philip Smith 11 mins. Family Strong-Arm Sam and his promoter Gus are down on their luck. Tired of hearing about how 
much stronger Crooked Mick of the Speewah is, they decide to find the Speewah and 
challenge Crooked Mick. A film based on traditional Australian myths, told in a heightened 
way using the latest technology.

IMAX

August 11th 9:30 AM
Kater 2005 Tine Kluth Family Do cats really have nine lives? This original animation sets about to find out the answer to that 

question. 
IMAX

August 11th 9:30 AM
Love in the Age of Dion 2006  Philip Cioffari 90 Mins. For 26 years Frankie Razzini has carried the picture of his first love in his wallet. Now, with his 

second marriage on the rocks, his life in L.A. in shambles, he returns to his old Bronx neighborhood 
looking for her.  

IMAX August 11th 7:20 PM

Bombhunters 2006 Skye Fitzgerald 85 mins Doc Between 1968 and 1973, over 20 million bombs, cluster munitions, and landmines were dropped on 
Cambodia.  Over thirty years later, the countryside is still littered with landmines and unexploded 
ordnance (UXO).  To clear their land for farming, and to feed their families, villagers increasingly 
turn to the harvesting of scrap metal for profit.  This is the story of these remarkable individuals, as 
they search for and dismantle war munitions in order to survive.

IMAX

August 11th

9:30 PM

Annoying Dog Thomas Schuster & 
Mark Sanders

5 mins. Kids One dog, quietly reading his book, is distracted by another who lives in a doghouse next door. The 
ensuing conflict over a pile of bones becomes a story that is filled with chase scenes and a 
somewhat dramatic ending. 

IMAX August 11th 9:30 AM

Drive 2006 World 
Premiere

Joseph Procopio 6 mins Kids An 11 year old boy organizes his thoughts as he rides in the backseat of a car. IMAX August 11th
9:30 AM



Genie in a Bottle Unleashed 2006  Stephen Sotor 15 mins Kids This film is about two teenagers who stumble upon the story of a genie. But this is no ordinary 
Genie. This one caused the death of thousands in the cities of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, Japan. 
This is the story of the Manhattan Project. We explore what happened in the early 1940s, interview 
scientists involved, and even find the Genie in downtown Chicago. 

IMAX

August 11th

9:30 AM

Lost & Found U.S. Joseph, Susan, and 
Katherine Procopio

5 mins. Kids With the help of three friends, a Lost Toad finds his way home. IMAX August 11th 9:30 AM

Shoe Fly 2006 Aaron Davidson 5 min Kids Aaron is very tired so he goes to his room, takes off his shoes, climbs into bed, and takes a nap. 
While he gets some much needed rest, it seems his shoes have plans of their own. The question is, 
is it their dream or Aaron's?

IMAX August 11th 9:30 AM

Shoes 2005  Jake Sawyer 13 mins. Kids It's hard enough fitting in at high school, but what if your shoes had to endure the same pressures? IMAX August 11th 9:30 AM

Forgiven 2006 Paul  Fitzgerald 83 mins. On the eve of his campaign launch for a seat in the US Senate, Peter Miles, a small town District 
Attorney, receives word that the governor has exonerated Ronald Bradler, a death row inmate 
whom Miles prosecuted five years earlier for the murder of a local police officer. In the wake of 
Bradler’s release and through the prism of the media frenzy surrounding the high profile case, what 
unfolds is a public vetting of Miles’ record. When hard evidence of actual impropriety on Miles’ part 
finds it way into his possession, Bradler seeks out Miles for answers. 

Cable Car August 12th 5:00 PM

The Trouble with Dee Dee 2005 Michael Meiners 81 mins. An eccentric socialite with an knack for pulling off hopelessly wild adventures struggles when she 
finds herself disowned by her millionaire father and abandoned by her teenage son.

Cable Car August 12th 3:00 PM

Dreamland 2006 Jason Matzner 94 mins. 18 year old Audrey longs to go to college, but she spends her days taking care of her grieving 
father and her ailing best friend Calista. When an attractive young man moves in next door, both 
Audrey and Calista develop feelings for him, and it becomes harder and harder for4 Audrey to be 
the dependable, selfless person that her father and best friend have always counted on her to be. 

Cable Car August 12th 7:00 PM

The Wraith of Cobble Hill 2006 Adam Parrish King 15 mins When teenage Felix from a deadbeat Brooklyn home is asked by Mr. H, the kindly corner 
store owner, to mind his dog while he's away, it's up to Felix either to reciprocate the 
benevolence Mr. H has always shown him, or perpetuate the neglect handed down as a 
family legacy.

Castle Theater August 12th 12:30 PM

The Toll 2006 East Coast J Zachary Pike 6 mins. Family A Computer Animated mockumentary interview with a bridge troll. Castle Theater August 12th 12:30 PM

Bicycle Messengers 2006  Joshua Frankel 0:05:00 Family Bicycle Messengers is a short film about New York City bicycle messengers in which all of 
the messengers are animated and all of the backgrounds and environments are live action 
footage shot in midtown Manhattan. By juxtaposing the animated messenger on top of the 
live action, the film highlights the peculiar relationship between bicycle messengers and the 
modern city in which they operate.

Castle Theater August 12th 12:30 PM

Ichthys 2005  Marek Skrobecki 17 mins Family A metaphorical parable about constancy in waiting, hopes, and fulfilment. A man enters a 
restaurant. A waiter takes order and leaves. Time passes... When the young waiter arrives with the 
meal, the customer looks somewhat cadaverous...

Castle Theater August 12th 12:30 PM

Ray Harryhausen Presents: The 
Pit and the Pendulum 

2006 East Coast Marc Lougee 7 mins. The Pit and the Pendulum, rediscovers this tale of judgment, condemnation, despair, hope, and 
eventual redemption.

Castle Theater August 12th 12:30 PM

The Legend of Black Tom 2005  Deron Albright 16 mins. When freed American slave Tom Molineaux journeys to Regency England to fight for the bare-
knuckle boxing championship of the world, he faces not only his opponent in the ring, but an entire 
nation...

Castle Theater August 12th 12:30 PM

Chloe (Comedy) 2005 New England Jeff Bergman 13 mins. A guy who's his own worst enemy when it comes to dating meets a girl who falls for him, and their 
dueling neuroses make communication difficult. 

Castle Theater August 12th 2:30 PM

Christopher Brennan Saves The 
World

2005 East Coast Jesse Dykstra 25 mins A young drive-thru attendant serves as a drive-thru counselor and gives advice to all his customers. Castle Theater
August 12th

2:30 PM

Lucky 2005 Avie Luthra 20 mins. Family LUCKY is a South African AIDS orphan who learns about life through an unlikely bond with a racist 
Indian woman.

Castle Theater August 12th 4:30 PM

Rabbit 2005 New England Jeff Bernier 16 mins. Family Brad's birthday present is hidden somewhere in his grandpa's room, but he doesn't dare go 
look for it. He's terrified of that horrible, sick old man. But when Brad finally unwraps his 
new air rifle, he has an encounter with death that reconciles his feelings toward the dying 
man.

Castle Theater August 12th 4:30 PM

Cubs 2006 Tom  Harper 10 mins A gang of inner-city kids have discovered a dark new sport..urban fox-hunting.  Ben is desperate to 
join them, but he learns that intiation comes at a price.

Castle Theater August 12th 4:30 PM

Detention 2006 Jacob  Chase 10 mins Family Armed with a pad of paper, his skillful hand, and worst of all, his eraser, nine year old Colin sets off 
on a haunting journey through the depths of his own imagination.

Castle Theater August 12th 4:30 PM

Mac an Athar 2005 North 
American

Colm Bairéad 22 mins. Mac an Athar is the story of Seán, a young boy who has not spoken a word of Irish to his Gaeilgeoir 
father, Tomás, since the sudden death of his mother. As Seán begins to see the toll her death has 
taken on his father, however, a transformation begins...

Castle Theater August 12th 4:30 PM

Thanks, Mom 2005
Anna-Maria Vag 14 mins. A young novelist experiences some divine intervention in trying to complete his first murder mystery-

- or does he?
Castle Theater August 12th 4:30 PM

Attack of the Bride Monster 2005  Vicky Boone 17 mins. G&L A 'Bride Monster' is loose in the gay community; can Betty and Stella's 25-year relationship 
survive?  When Betty falls under the Bride Monster's bedazzling spell, Stella watches in horror as 
her long-time companion is transformed into the kind of woman that only Rock Hudson (or Godzilla) 
could love. 

Castle Theater August 12th 6:45 PM

Getting To Know You 2005 Liz Lachman 20 mins. G&L Tenny Bell(played by Elizabeth Keener) is a successful cartoonist but terrible at picking 
women.Her dating philosophy? Look... leap! She is blind-sided by a series of 'wrong girls' 
until she meets Samantha....and the really wrong girl teaches Tenny the true beauty of 
'getting to know you.'

Castle Theater August 12th 6:45 PM

In Memory of Me 2006 New England Samantha Lavin 22 mins. After eight years, a young successful lawyer reluctantly goes back to her small hometown for her 
best friend's wedding. When the memories of an experience she had with another woman during 
high school resurface, her present starts to unravel.

Castle Theater August 12th 6:45 PM



Inclinations 2005 Jen Simmons 13 mins. G&L Aspiring young writer Mia struggles to find the perfect plot for an erotic short story while a diversity 
of unexpected characters encourage her to try out some exotic explorations of her own.

Castle Theater August 12th 6:45 PM

Twenty Dollar Drinks 2006  David Brind 15 mins. G&L When old friends Betty, a struggling actress, and Golden Globe-winner Star reunite, neither expects 
that chit chat over twenty dollar drinks will turn into an existential crisis.

Castle Theater August 12th 6:45 PM

Flooded Playground, The 2005 Lisa Crafts 20 mins.   The Flooded Playground is an animated fairy tale about a young child who lives under constant 
assault. A sudden cataclysm jolts him into a craggy wonderland where he wanders into deep 
forests and through his inner inferno in a quest to mend his damaged spirit.

Castle Theater

August 12th 12:30 PM
Hitchcocked 2006  David M. Young 8 mins. G&L Al and Fred hook up for a little casual fun that soon turns ugly, revealing some fateful truths about 

Internet-dating, love and death.
Castle Theater August 12th 9:00 PM

Long Term Relationship 2006  Rob Williams 97 Mins. G&L This charming romantic comedy tells the story of Glenn, a cynical yet still hopeful single man in Los 
Angeles searching for true love. On a lark he answers an intriguing personal ad and is shocked to 
find himself immediately attracted to the GWM who placed it looking for an LTR, a cute Southern 
boy named Adam. Smitten, liberal Glenn is horrified to learn after a couple of dates that Adam is... 
a Republican! But even as they try to work past that potential pitfall, when they finally have sex, it's 
bad. Really, really bad. But is it bad enough to break up with your soulmate over?

Castle Theater August 12th 9:00 PM

La Fille Francaise (The French 
Girl) 

2005 Shawn Dawes 23 mins. A young French girl in search of romance. Castle Theater August 12th 2:30 PM

Class Act 2006  Sara Sackner 90 mins. Doc In CLASS ACT, Winters and Sackner go 'back to school' and take a look at the fate of arts 
education in america's public schools.  CLASS ACT weaves the national story of the arts 
disappearing from America's public school with the personal story of eccentric drama 
teacher, Jay W. Jensen. This humourous yet revealing look at America's schools as they 
abandon arts education includes a virtual who's who of Hollywood, including actor Andy 
Garcia, film director Brett Ratner, songwriter Desmond Child, music executive José Behar, 
Broadway producer Adam Epstein, casting director Debra Zane, and sportscaster Roy 
Firestone.

Castle Theater 2 August 12th

7:00 PM
The O Tapes 2005  Chris Arnold 92 mins. AC They are 50 women between the ages of 18 – 85, of all ethnicities and from all walks of life. They 

are talking about something…we don’t talk about. Not since Alfred Kinsey have American women 
revealed such intimate information on a subject of such vital importance to so many – the female 
orgasm!

Castle Theater 2 August 12th 9:00 PM

Daydream, The 2006 World Kal Almkhlaafy 22 mins. The Daydream ~ side effects may include. . . A social satire that tells the story of Myles Pinter who 
after five years as an exemplary employee becomes afflicted by a serious condition known as SDS. 
However, hop is around the corner and all he has to do is follow the doctors advice.

Castle Theater 2 August 12th 3:00 PM

My Lunch with Larry 2006 World Barry Edelstein 17 mins G&L Out-of-work actor Larry Robbins sits down to lunch with sexy producer Linda Gottlieb.  When he 
reveals why his career is on the skids, she treats him to much more than a meal.  A sexy comedy 
from the screenwriter of “Secretary,” directed by award-winning stage director Barry Edelstein, with 
Greg Germann (“Ally McBeal”) and Lisa Edelstein (“House”).

Castle Theater 2 August 12th 3:00 PM

Shopping in the Afterlife 2006 Joshua Cohen & 
Robert Yula

12 mins. Family On a day trip to the grocery store, Charlie is standoffish with Blanche, a perfect stranger who insists 
he looks exactly like her deceased son. Charlie ultimately empathizes with Blanche and manages 
to share a kernel of his own broken past, only to realize in retrospect that Blanche isn't at all what 
she seemed. 

Castle Theater 2 August 12th 3:00 PM

The Problem With Fiber Optics 2005
Greg Jardin 20 mins. Sheldon Bemis' life gets complicated when he purchases a memory to boost his confidence. Castle Theater 2 August 12th 3:00 PM

Mother 2005  Sian Heder 15 mins. AC Desperate to be rid of her toddler in order to have an affair, a dissatisfied Beverly Hills housewife 
hires a stranger to baby-sit and ends up getting much more than she bargained for.  

Castle Theater 2 August 12th 5:00 PM

14:02 2006 World Irael Aubert 7 mins. AC 14:02 In the gray and cold city, far away from the eyes of society, someone has come to change 
your reality, not a single soul in the world can hide from him...

Castle Theater 2 August 12th
5:00 PM

A Hooker and A Dirt Road End 2005 John Nijhawan 12 mins. AC
This film is a series of vignettes that track an aging, small-town hooker through her final 
moments and interactions before an impending global disaster. -Note* a factor of the story: 
the lead actress apparently showed a copy of the film as her regualr office job & she was 
fired shortly after (perhaps as a result).  If that's not controversy, I don't know what is.

Castle Theater 2

August 12th 5:00 PM
Anamnesis 2004  Brendon Foster-Algoo 10 mins An experimental film about how violence in childhood has a profound negative impact in how 

victims interpret the world in adulthood. Anamnesis is about two boxers' abusive childhood 
memories that return to haunt them and illuminate their need for violence

Castle Theater 2 August 12th 5:00 PM

Brother 2005  Galvin scott davis 12 mins. AC 'Brother' is a psychological thriller that introduces us to 3 characters and their bleak pasts 
and future. Told from the point of view of 'Son', the film shows us differing time frames of a 
crime that has been committed, the preparation and the awful reality of having to confess to 
the person closest to you.

Castle Theater 2 August 12th 5:00 PM

Virgin Red 2006 Edouard Getaz 9 mins. AC A soldier's life takes a turn for the worse after he gets dragged into a situation which leads to an 
insurgent's death.  Inspired by true events. Shot with special permission in an abandoned military 
base.

Castle Theater 2 August 12th 5:00 PM

Voodoo Doll 2005 Roberto Minervini 21 mins. AC Amidst a harsh environment of drugs and violence, a gang of lost kids hustles to make a living.  
Working under a pimp called the Pope, the gang goes about its business until a mysterious kid with 
a masked face, Voodoo Doll, enters the picture.

Castle Theater 2 August 12th 5:00 PM

Andres: Barred From the Ballot 
Box

2005 World Loch Phillipps 7 mins. Doc  Andres Idarraga of Providence, RI, was imprisoned at age 20 for a drug offence. He left prison at 
26 wanting to reclaim his life and be a responsible citizen, only to find that he won't be able to vote 
until he is 58. He became an activist to end felon disfranchisement. This short film uses music, 
graphics, and Andres' words to make a case for restoring the right to vote.

Castle Theater 2 August 12th 1:00 PM

Cadillac Man: Life Under the 
Viaduct

2006 Michael Regan 36 mins. Doc Cadillac Man is a documentary about a homeless veteran who's lived on the streets of New York 
for the last 11 years.  The story is about his time and experiences on the streets.  He finds that he 
has a special talent that may help him survive.

Castle Theater 2 August 12th 1:00 PM



Journey into Sunset 2005 Rick Wilkinson 24 mins. Doc Academy Award Nominee Don Cheadle and his family travel to Africa to bear witness to the lives of 
Northern Uganda's "night commuters", children who must flee their homes each night to avoid 
being kidnapped and forced to fight for a rebel army.  An American family confronts the tragedy 
faced by Ugandan families every day.

Castle Theater 2 August 12th 1:00 PM

Street Stories 2006 World Dave Souza 47 mins. Doc STREET STORIES follows reporter Walt Buteau and photojournilist John Villella as they work on 
their weekly news feature of the same name. Walt and John's sometimes comedic, creative and 
hard working relationship is the driving force behind their Emmy nominated series. 

Castle Theater 2 August 12th 1:00 PM

Bread Squeezer, The 2006 New England Kasia Kowalczyk 19 mins.  After Andrew's parents die in a tragic Christmas tree accident, he leads an unremarkable life full of 
chronic disappointments. Until one day, when everything goes horribly wrong and horribly right in 
the bread aisle of Pickles Grocery Store.

Castle Theater 2 August 12th 3:00 PM

Thirsty 2005  Bo Mehrad 10 mins. Thirsty is a short about a young man (Josh) struggling to detach from the legacy of his 
overbearing deceased mother. After yet another potential girlfriend discovers, to her 
dismay, Josh's secret, tucked snuggly under his bed, it becomes apparent a life change is 
in order.

Cinematheque August 12th 2:30 PM

Cast in Gray 2005  I. Michael Toth 39 mins. In this award-winning short film from writer-director I. Michael Toth, a disillusioned man’s chance 
encounter with a hitchhiker and his dog forces the man to reconsider the possibilities of his life. 
Winner of two Best Narrative Short awards, Film Threat calls this film "a wonderful short film... a 
mysterious what-if kind of story done in a remarkably mature manner."

 

Cinematheque August 12th 2:30 PM

Past History 2006 Sean McPhillips 15 mins Ladislav is haunted by his past. Rebecca has lost control of her life. In the hallways of a large public 
hospital, can they find a way to embrace their future without fear?

Cinematheque August 12th 2:30 PM

The Path of Most Resistance 2006 peter kelley 40 mins. AC Tom McKenna is lonely.  But solitude is an essential part of Tom's secretive profession -- a 
profession he guards even at the expense of love. But this New Year's Eve Tom's 
confronted with a complication he couldn't have anticipated, and is presented with an 
extraordinary choice.  Which path will he choose?

Cinematheque August 12th 2:30 PM

Hold Please 2005
North 

American
Chris Cudlipp 11 mins.

AC
When a woman on the brink of killing herself calls a crisis helpline, her thoughts turn from suicide to 
murder as she becomes trapped in their new-age automated phone menus.

Cinematheque August 12th 4:30 PM

Euthanasia 2006 Adrian  Grenier 18 mins. After Becky gets her driver's license, an unfortunate accident forces her and her best friend, Sam to 
grow too quickly and make some hard decisions about life and death.

Cinematheque August 12th 4:30 PM

Across the Hall 2005  Alex Merkin 25 mins. Action A quiet night takes a dangerous turn when Julian receives a frantic phone call from his best 
friend, Terry, who claims to have followed his unfaithful fiancée to a seedy hotel on the 
other side of town. To make matters worse, he's staked out the room across the hall from 
her, gun in hand. Julian pleads with his friend to stay put while he rushes to avert disaster. 
But is Terry truly as desperate as he seems?

Cinematheque August 12th 4:30 PM

End of A Dog 2005 John Morgan 19 mins. When his not-so-beloved dog dies, Kenneth, a misanthropic loner, must wander a cement city in 
search of the perfect burial site.

Cinematheque August 12th 4:30 PM

Dealbreaker 2005 Gwyneth Paltrow & 
Mary Wigmore

13 mins.  Having suffered countless dating disasters, Fran thinks she has finally found her soul mate. Yet, 
it's funny how quickly Mr. Right can become Mr. Terribly Wrong. Nonetheless, the search for love 
endures.

Cinematheque August 12th 4:30 PM

Gnome 2005  Jenny Bicks 16 mins. When a suburban housewife accepts a lift home from a car full of transvestites, she gets the ride of 
her life.

Cinematheque August 12th 4:30 PM

Transgressions 2006 New England Valerie Weiss 14 mins. A Clockwork Orange  meets Pleasantville  in this sci-fi short set against the backdrop of a utopian 
society that idolizes celebrity assassins called Agents.  Carl Phillips (Robert Johnson) dreams of 
giving his young son a 'better' life by sending him to Agent training camp. His wife, Sophie (Holly 
Robertson), doesn't share the same dream and does the unthinkable to save her son from a life of 
murder. 

Cinematheque August 12th 6:30 PM

Dysfunction 2006 World Christie Will 13 mins. In a compelling, yet disturbing, true story of a 17-year-old girl who gets cosmetic surgery, 
we learn the haunting truths of the 'trickle down effect' from Hollywood's plastic surgery 
epidemic.

Cinematheque August 12th

6:30 PM
Just Pray 2005 Tiffani Thiessen Misunderstood, yet wise beyond his years, a nine year old boy unknowingly finds hope and 

salvation in a beauty shop of his rural, Southern town 
Cinematheque August 12th 6:30 PM

Le Chase 2005 East Coast Scott Teems, Charlie 
Shanian

20 mins. Action! Romance! Pigeon Poop! 'Le Chase' takes a comic look at  the unlikely romance between 
Hero, an ordinary man trying to bring beauty to the world, and Francie, a street tough trapped in a 
life of petty punkery. (In poorly spoken French with mangled subtitles.)

Cinematheque August 12th 6:30 PM

Witchwise 2006 East Coast Joe Harris 13 mins. AC, Horror Everyone adores Andrew, including his old Aunt Mary.  Rather, she did... until she died.  Now, 
standing at her funeral, his Aunt's casket open before him, Andrew reflects on the last time he saw 
Mary alive, the shocking events that led to her death and the terrible secret she took to her grave.

Cinematheque August 12th 8:30 PM

Header 2006

North 
American

Archibald Flancranstin 89 mins.

AC

HEADER portrays the grueling psychological journey taken by ATF Agent Stewart 
Cummings. On the surface, Stewart struggles to solve a string of bizarre murders, but in 
secret, his life falls into a world of corruption that's impossible to escape. Deceit, rape, and 
murder spiral out of control triggering a hellish conclusion that defies description.

Cinematheque August 12th 10:15 PM

Hooped! 2004 U.S. Mike Jackson 11 mins. AC What did they do last night? One can't remember and the other won't say in this envelope-pushing 
comedy. An R-rated 'Who's On First' from Steam Powered Films and Long Hard Comedy Rocket.

Cinematheque August 12th 10:15 PM

Sammy & Sofa 2005 Tim Lagasse 27 mins. An eight inch tall Mohawk-ed psychic and his pet sofa are the brainchild of puppet artists Tim 
Lagasse and Jim "Nappy" Napolitano, "Sammy and Sofa" was initially conceived for performance at 
late night Puppet Slams, and was developed in front of the live audiences.

Cinematheque August 12th 12:30 PM



Harker 2005 Tony Giordano, Jason 
Murphy, Scott 
Shoemaker

15 mins. This retelling of the story of Jonathan Harker was fashioned as homage to German Expressionist 
silent films. It recreates the mood and feel of these films by using expressionless puppets and 
exuding their emotions with camera work, lighting, music, and skillful puppeteer.

Cinematheque August 12th 12:30 PM

Finger Puppets Everywhere 2005 Laura Heit 4 @ 10 
seconds 

each.

Kids Live action spots featuring hand made finger-puppets through out the entirety of the program. Cinematheque August 12th 12:30 PM

Graveyard Jamboree 1999 Seamus Walsh, Mark 
Caballero

4 mins. Inspired by an old record by Harry Reser and his Radio All-Star Novelty Orchestra. Three 
techniques were used in this film including, live action puppetry, silhouette animation and stop 
motion animation.

Cinematheque August 12th 12:30 PM

Heather Hensen Presents: 
Handmade Puppet Dreams 

Heather Henson 80 mins. Selections from Handmade Puppet Dreams including early works from Jim Henson. Ahorts include 
Sammy & Sofa, Harker, Last Rites and Graveyard Jamboree. All Muppet Programming courtesy of 
Muppet Holding Company, LLC.

Cinematheque August 12th 12:30 PM

Last Rites 1997 Paul Andrejco 2 mins. It's the grudge match of the millennium! See my first grade teacher and Satan duke it out for the 
souls of innocent!

Cinematheque August 12th 12:30 PM

Unicycle Baby Guy 1997 Matty Sidle 4 @ 20 
seconds 

each.

Absurd, black & white mini films starring Unicycle Baby Guy, the nicest little chap who, waist-down, 
is a unicycle. All he wants to do is make friends with the galaxy's other creatures, but problem is, all 
he gets is his tire flattened. His only support comes from his best-estest friend ever, a talking 
Shoulder.

Cinematheque August 12th 12:30 PM

A Little Light 2006 World Ben Zlotucha 23 mins. A Los Angeles Parking Enforcer falls for a beautiful bartender in the midst of a strange 
phenomenon where random people around the world are being sucked into the sky.

Cinematheque
August 12th 6:30 PM

Lille Lise 2005 Benjamin Holmsteen 20 mins. A POETIC HORROR FILM WITH A MESSAGE.About what can happen to your family if 
your child is not given the love and affection he/she needs.

Cinematheque August 12th 8:30 PM

The Call to Cthuhlu 2005 Andrew Leman 47 mins. Horror Written in 1926, just before the advent of “talking” pictures, The Call of Cthulhu is one of the most 
famous and influential tales of H.P. Lovecraft, the father of gothic horror. Now the story is brought 
richly to life in the style of a classic 1920s silent movie, with a haunting original symphonic 
score.Using their own “Mythoscope” process — a mix of modern and vintage techniques — the 
filmmakers have strived to create the most authentic and faithful adaptation of a 

Cinematheque August 12th 8:30 PM

Calvin's World 2004 Judi Stroh 14 mins. Doc Meet Calvin Graves.  He likes to play soccer.  He can dance like a penguin.  He also happens to be 
the only person in his family who can hear.

Columbus Theatre August 12th 12:00 PM

Christa McAuliffe: Reach for the 
Stars 

2005 no Renee Sotile, Mary Jo 
Godges

75 mins. Doc Narrated By Susan Sarandon and songs by Carly Simon.  Everyone knows how Christa 
McAuliffe's story ended. Twenty years later hear how it began. For the first time, the heroic 
teacher's family, friends, colleagues and even NASA speak candidly about the memories, 
the pain and events surrounding the Space Shuttle Challenger tragedy.

Columbus Theatre

August 12th

12:00 PM

The Bowlers 2005  Kevin McCarthy 8 mins. Doc Relax, sit courtside, and take in the subtle sounds and rhythms of Bocce as the North End regulars 
play morning, noon, and night.

Columbus Theatre August 12th 5:00 PM

The Tournament 2005 Eugene J. Celico 96 mins. AC, Local In Westerly, RI, they take the game of Bocce seriously. The annual "Father and Son Tournament" 
is about to take place and young Albi, wants nothing more in the world than to be in it with his 
father, Joe. Both are now struggling through their own personal infernos. Joe's a tormented working 
man trying to make ends meet. He's difficult to live with and grows more abusive to his family day 
by day. Albi's home life is falling apart and to make matters worse, three young punks want to see 
that Albi doesn't get into the Bocce tournament. Will Joe and his son be able to connect with each 
other through their mutual love of the game?

Columbus Theatre August 12th 5:00 PM

Hot Tamale 2006 World Michael Damian 102 mins A road trip to Los Angeles inadvertently leads a young man from Wyoming into a wild maze 
of psychotic hit-men, racy women, jewel thieves and a salsa band.

Columbus Theatre August 12th 7:00 PM

Ice Kings 2006 World Craig  Shapiro 83 mins. Doc In the nation_s smallest state where hockey is as important as football in Texas, one team has 
stood out above the rest.  Mount Saint Charles Academy, of Woonsocket, Rhode Island has staked 
their claim to being the greatest high school sports program in the nation; the school_s record of 
consecutive
state championships is unparalleled in any sport.   It would take a unique
team and set of circumstances to answer the age old question : are streaks meant to be broken?

Columbus Theatre August 12th 9:00 PM

Eternal High 2006  Bryce Mackie 12 mins. Student Based on the 17-year old filmmaker’s personal experience, Eternal High portrays a boy’s true-life 
battle with depression and thoughts of suicide. The film provides insight into the thoughts and pain 
experienced by depressed, suicidal teens. 

 

IMAX August 12th 9:30 AM

Eugene 2006 U.S. Sarah Hoopes 10 mins. After an unexpected disturbance to their morning routine, Eugene and his Mum discover that eggs 
can make or break the day.

IMAX August 12th 9:30 AM



In the Shadow of the Palms 2005

Wayne Coles-Janess 90 mins.

Doc

In the Shadow of the Palms Iraq is a 2005 Documentary film. It is the only documentary filmed in 
Iraq prior to, during, and after the 2003 Invasion of Iraq. It documents the changes in Iraqi society, 
and the lives of ordinary Iraqis by focusing on a cross-section of individuals. The aim of the film is to 
present audiences with a window into the everyday realities for those living through this 
controversial war.

IMAX August 12th 7:20 PM

Tempesta 2005 North 
American

Tim Disney 98 mins. An American art appraiser determines to uncover the truth behind the disappearance of a priceless 
painting but soon finds himself at the mercy of a corrupt art collector, a petty thief and, ultimately, a 
deadly seductress in this highly stylized thriller 

IMAX August 12th 9:30 PM

Why The Gown 2006 World William Hoffman, 
Derek Boyle

12 mins. After a young boy falls on his sharp art project, a minor accident spirals out of control when 
his egocentric doctor believes he is dealing with an attempted suicide.

IMAX August 12th 9:30 AM

Twitch 2005
 Leah Meyerhoff 10 mins. A young girl fears her mother's disability is contagious. Slamdance Grand Jury Prize winner and 

Student Academy Awards finalist.
IMAX August 12th 9:30 AM

In The Tradition of My Family 2006

Todd Davis 15 mins. Billy wants a better scar than the one his father gave him; a tradition of violence between fathers 
and sons that goes back generations is threatened when one father hesitates to indoctrinate his 
son into the insanity.

IMAX August 12th 9:30 AM

Reflection of Self 2005 Becki Halloway 4 mins.  Reflection of Self is an experimental film exploring the process of portraiture. Through images and 
sound, Reflection of Self explores the dual relationship of the artist as both creator and subject 
being observed. As a result, the viewer gains unique insight into the emotional and physical journey 
of the artist.

IMAX August 12th

9:30 AM
Taps 2006 Vincent Versace 19 mins. It's Robbie's last night with his friends and parents before being taken to war, leaving them only a 

few hours to resolve their differences.
IMAX August 12th 9:30 AM

Within the Ivory Tower 2006 Christian H. Clark 25 minutes AC, Student IMAX August 12th 9:30 AM
Federal Hill AC Outdoor Screening August 12th 8:30 PM
The Conrad Boys 2005   Justin Lo 94 mins. G&L The Conrad Boys are 19-year-old Charlie (first time writer/director Justin

Lo) and his precocious 9-year-old brother Ben. After the sudden death of their mother, all 
they have left is one another. Charlie decides to put his college plans on hold indefinitely to 
take care of Ben. But when charming drifter Jordan enters his life, Charlie's dreams of 
youthful freedom are reawakened.

Cable Car

August 13th

7:00 PM

Karen Blixen 2005 Marcus Mandal 59 mins Doc The story of the incredible life of author Karen Blixen (Isak Dinesen) - a story just as dramatic as 
her own fantastic tales. Featuring Meryl Streep.

Cable Car August 13th
1:00 PM

More Than 1,000 Words 2006 Solo Avital 77 mins. Jewish Award-winning Israeli photojournalist Ziv Koren thrives on covering the occupied territories. Shot 
over a two-year period in the heart of riots, terror attacks, pullouts and secret meetings, the 
documentary explores Ziv and his iconic photographs that shape our perceptions of the Middle 
East.

Cable Car August 13th 3:00 PM

Reflections of a Life 2006 New England Kathi Carey 30 mins. An intimate portrait of a woman's life, this experimental short film takes place in a single location 
with a fixed camera position and details the riveting internal emotional journey of a woman who is 
diagnosed with breast cancer.

Castle Theater August 13th

1:00 PM
Shape of Water, The 2005 Kum-Kum Bhavnani 70 mins. Doc, AC

Intimate stories and compelling footage of five women who abandon female genital 
mutilation, tap rubber trees to protect the rainforest, defend the biodiversity of the planet 
and oppose military occupations -- in Senegal, Brazil, India, Jerusalem. Experience their 
conflicts as they create a more just world (narrated by Susan Sarandon).

Castle Theater August 13th 1:00 PM

Los Coyotes (The Smugglers) 2005 New England Lee Isaac Chung 21 mins. AC It's a gang's first attempt at immigrant smuggling. Castle Theater August 13th 2:30 PM
Recycled Life 2006 Leslie  Iwerks 38 mins. Doc A inside look at Central America's largest landfill, the Guatemala City Garbage Dump, where 

thousands of people have been living over the last sixty years.
Castle Theater August 13th

2:30 PM
Small Boxes 2006 Rene Hernandez 15 mins. AC Alberto works the nigth shift unloading trucks of fruit and vegetable at the local produce markets. An 

opportunity to change jobs and do something completey different will mean Alberto has to face his 
identity and find the courage to believe in himself.

Castle Theater August 13th 2:30 PM

Detroit: Not For Wimps 2006 Leigh Richert 18 mins. Family Wedgies, bullies, spitballs, and monsters.  It's tough being a pair of kid brothers in Detroit 
during the late 70's.  Especially when you hate each other.

Castle Theater
August 13th 5:00 PM

The Hole Story 2005  Alex  Karpovsky 83 mins.  Despite arctic temperatures sheathing Minnesota's lakes in three feet of solid ice, an inexplicable 
stretch of water surfaces on North Long Lake. Determined to unravel this mystery for a television 
pilot called 'Provincial Puzzlers', an aspiring director is slowly engulfed in a maniacal search that 
leads to his own unraveling. Cleverly blurring the lines between traditional and faux documentaries, 
The Hole Story is a funny, philosophical, and enigmatic new kind of filmmaking that follows in the 
tradition of artists like Werner Herzog, Caveh Zahedi, and Ross McElwee.

Castle Theater August 13th 5:00 PM

Happy Hamptoms Holiday Camp 
for Troubled Couples 

Gregg Pak A man gets the hiccups at a holiday camp for troubled couples. But what secret is he really hiding? Castle Theater 2 August 13th 12:30 PM

Nine Lives 2006 New England Alejandro Calvo 9 mins. In this short Buddhist ghost story, the spirit of a ten year old girl is reincarnated as a stray cat, 
unbeknownst to her still grieving parents.

Castle Theater 2 August 13th 12:30 PM

Parachute Boy 2006 World Dana Goodman 5 mins. Parachute Boy is a visual poem about savoring the carefree joy of youth while risking the fall into 
adult romance.

Castle Theater 2 August 13th 12:30 PM

URI Visualizations Films 2006 60 mins. Castle Theater 2 August 13th 12:30 PM
You're in the Nachos

2004
 David Bettencourt, Eric 

Izzi
8 mins. What happens when the winding path of Love, an unhygienic acquaintance and a gooey plate of 

nachos call come together?  Nonsense, that's what. 
Castle Theater 2 August 13th 12:30 PM

Barrel Children 2006 Cara Elmslie Weir 26 mins. Doc Ricardo, Chablie, and Ronnie Belmontes have been living in Trinidad with their uncle Seeraj while 
their mother, Maya, works as a nanny in the U.S. in order to support them. Maya has been able to 
provide more financially for her children than she would have had she stayed in Trinidad, yet her 
children have grown up without their mother's physical presence. A part from a couple of short visits 
in the last few years, sending barrels full of material goods and talking over the telephone are the 
family's predominant means of communication. Barrel Children takes an intimate look at a 
Trinidadian family who is separated as the result of migration. 

Castle Theater 2 August 13th 2:30 PM



Namibia, Brasil 2006 East Coast Miguel Silveira 8 mins. Doc Set in a Rio de Janeiro, Brasil the short movie 'Namibia, Brasil' is a magical father and 
daughter story dedicated to the human cause and its struggles to keep going.

Castle Theater 2 August 13th 2:30 PM

Die Rasur (The Shave) 2006

Tuncay Kulaoglu 8 mins.

G&L

At the end of the day a man wants to get a wet shave in a barbershop. Its starts as routine... Castle Theater 2

August 13th 5:00 PM
Jack Mitchell: My Life is Black and 
White 

2006 New England Craig B. Highberger 75 mins. Doc, G&L Jack Mitchell: My Life is Black and White examines the life and work of a celebrated photographer 
of major creative and performing artists, whose career has spanned more than six decades. The 
film includes hundreds of Mitchell's photographs, plus intervie

Castle Theater 2 August 13th 5:00 PM

Rex Trailer's Boomtown 2005 Michael Bavaro 62 mins. Doc Relive an age of innocence, 'WANTED' posters, and live one-take TV as Jay Leno, Tom 
Bergeron, Mayor Tom Menino, Steven Wright and more than 100 grown-up kids share their 
memories of 'Rex Trailer's Boomtown' in this moving documentary about Boston's beloved 
cowboy and pioneer of children's television.

Cinematheque August 13th

12:30 PM
K-7 2005 Christopher Leone 19 mins. An ordinary job interview goes from bad, to worse, to mortal combat. Cinematheque August 13th 5:00 PM

Dangerfield 2005 Jason Bourque 29 mins. With truthful behind the scenes exposés, and an unpolished, handheld style of filming, 
'DAINGERFIELD' delivers a smart and hip look at the life of a full-time actor who has yet to reach 
the pinnacle of acting success.

Cinematheque August 13th

5:00 PM
Pitch Perfect 2005  J Blakeson

10 mins
AC Bob and Ellis are screenwriters with integrity, talent and the willingness to do absolutely anything to 

sell their movie.  But how far is too far?
Cinematheque August 13th

5:00 PM

Rhapsody in Red 2006
David Patton 30 mins.

AC
In this twisted love story, a desperate woman falls in love with an imprisoned serial killer. Can they 
make this unconventional relationship work? It's funny. It's bloody. It's 'Rhapsody in Red.'

Cinematheque August 13th 5:00 PM

For The Love of Dolly 2006 Tai Uhlmann 56 mins Doc Beautiful, funny and at times heartbreaking the documentary For the Love of Dolly takes you into 
the hearts and homes of Dolly's most devoted fans asking the question what would you do for the 
love of Dolly?

Cinematheque August 13th

12:30 PM

Sweetzer 2006

World Wayne Reynolds 96 mins.
'Sweetzer' unfolds over 24 hours as the lead character, Cooper, wrongly accused of an 
infidelity and thrown out of the house by his girlfriend, drifts through the shenanigans of Los 
Angeles while he comes to terms with the death of his father and the love of his life.

Cinematheque August 13th 3:00 PM

Corpus Interruptus 2006 World Simon Cooper 10 mins. In this short, black comedy JASON is constantly disturbed. Exasperated, he develops a unique way 
of dealing with those constant interruptions. His method is so effective, it's criminal.

Cinematheque August 13th
5:00 PM

Sweet Dreams 2006 Eric  Latek 115 mins. Doc, AC
Sweet Dreams tells the story of two Italian-American men. Gary 'Tiger' Balletto, a 27-year-
old boxer, who, burdened by the memories of a fellow boxer killed in the ring, attempts to 
unionize the sport. Then there is Derek, a 19-year-old bartender, bookie, and 'wanna-be' 
wiseguy. Derek, in search for an image of a tough enforcer, faces hardship in this endeavor 
due to his naturally gentle, soft-spoken personality, and sometime thoughtless ways.

Columbus Theatre August 13th 12:30 PM

Chloe (Drama) 2005  D.W. Brown 21 mins. When a successful, young model suddenly discovers she might be seriously ill, she confronts her 
difficult relationship with her parents and reaches out to an old boyfriend.

Columbus Theatre August 13th
2:45 PM

Tomorrow is Today 2006 World 
Premiere

Frederic Lumiere 98 mins. When young Julie Peterson saves the life of a hapless drifter, she begins the quest to save 
him emotionally as well. Battling the local police Chief, secrets are revealed, and Julie 
sparks a chain of events that will change the lives of those around her, forever.

Columbus Theatre August 13th 2:45 PM

Belinda's Swan Song 2006 yes Alicia Witt 16 mins.
A musical theatre singer takes the stage for her final performance in this 16 minute 
one-woman film. As Belinda sings and addresses her audience for the very last time, 
we see that all is not as simple as it seems-- and get a glimpse into the inherent 
love/hate relationship between artist and audience. Written and directed by Alicia Witt.

Columbus Theatre August 13th 7:00 PM

The Eagle Family Columbus Theatre August 13th 7:00 PM
Moongirl 2005  Henry Selick 9 mins. Kids One night, a boy and his flying squirrel are caught by a fish and taken to meet the Girl In The Moon. Columbus Theatre August 8th 7:00 PM

FILM NOIR 2006 East Coast OSBERT PARKER 4 mins.  Created in-camera this mixed media animated adventure combines live action, found objects with 
photo cut-outs that are weaved into a non linear narrative and manipulated into a dark story of 
romance and psychology tension that unfolds into a cinematic world never seen before. 

Columbus Theatre

August 8th

7:00 PM

Rose 2005  Mike Murphy 9 mins. Family Rose tells the story of a young single woman who works in a flower shop on the worst day of the 
year to be dateless....Valentines Day.  Will the mysterious man she keeps flirting with show up to 
sweep her off her feet or simply wilt away?

Columbus Theatre August 8th 7:00 PM

The Butler of the Van Der Waal House 2005

 Adam Kreps 9 mins. 

Family

When major changes affect the Van der Waal household, Orson, the family's butler, must help 
young Master Martin, deal with the loss of his mother and prevent the boy from killing his neglectful 
father with an unusual arsenal that includes a crossbow, Molotov cocktail and un upright piano.

Columbus Theatre August 8th 7:00 PM

One Rat Short 2006 Alex Weil 10 mins. Family One Rat Short is a love story between two rats, filmed in CG noir. Columbus Theatre August 8th 7:00 PM

The Run (2min Comedy) 2006 Shawn Costa 2 mins. Family A story of mistaken identity and mistaken intentions Columbus Theatre August 8th 7:00 PM

Foster 2005 Jonathan Newman 9 mins Family Seven year old foster child Zach has been waiting his whole life for a mom and dad.  
Simultaneously, a parallel story unfolds with a mysterious man.  Could this be Zach's lucky day?

Columbus Theatre August 8th 7:00 PM

La Cerca (The Fence) 2005 New England S.J. Main 18 mins. Family Discover your boundaries, and break through. Columbus Theatre August 8th 7:00 PM

Shovel, The 2006 Nick Childs 15 mins. AC A crime of passion. A dangerous curiosity. And a shallow grave... In a small town, some secrets are 
better left buried.

Columbus Theatre August 8th 7:00 PM



The Little Matchgirl 2006 Roger Allers 6 mins Family Hans Christian Andersen’s classic tale about a poor young girl whose burning desire to find comfort 
and happiness comes to life through the magic of rich hand-drawn Disney animation in this 
powerful and inventive short film directed by Roger Allers (“The Lion King”). Desperate to keep 
warm, the girl lights the matches she sells, and envisions a very different life for herself in the fiery 
flames filled with images of loving relatives, bountiful food, and a place to call home. Set to the 
music of composer Alexander Borodin’s String Quartet No. 2 in D Major (Third Movement: Noturno 
(Andante), in an exciting new recording by the six-time Grammy Award-winning Emerson String 
Quartet, the film tells a captivating and emotional tale.

Columbus Theatre August 8th 7:00 PM

Heavy Metal Drummer 2005 Luke Morris, Toby 
MacDonald

6 mins Family A celebration of rock music in the Arab world and a portrait of a music fan on a quest to 
reconcile his love for metal with a disapproving world.  A film about heavy metal music in 
the Arab world. A young fan of metal wants to try to persuade his own band to rock more… 
The directors were inspired to make this film when they heard that 14 heavy metal fans 
were arrested in Casablanca. While they were writing the screenplay they listened to 
Megadeath. 

Columbus Theatre August 8th 7:00 PM

Crouching Tiger, Kidden Dumpling 2004 David Henderson 8 mins. Kids
Kung Fu action! Great Scenery! A Dumpling! Small Children hitting each other! Two young 
warriors fightfor possession of a dumpling that leads from a lonely hilltop to the Forbidden 
City, from the Temple of Heaven to the Great Wall, then back to the hill where it began.  
Harmony is restored as they realize that having even half a dumpling is better than fighting!

IMAX August 8th

9:30 AM
Little Blue 2005 bob svihovec 8 mins. Kids Little Blue, a young penguin, breaks away from tradition and pursues his dream, learning to surf. IMAX August 8th 9:30 AM
Sirah 2005 Cristine Spindler 18 mins. Family Sirah, a young Muslim girl born in the United States, wants to find friendship. To do that, she must 

choose between the culture that surrounds her and the one she grew up in.
IMAX August 8th 10:30 AM

Snacks Scott Kittredge, Brian 
Jackson

12 mins. Kids Who would have thought snack time could be so scary? Nicholas is the new kid in school who falls 
prey to an evil trio of girls.  They plot a scheme to scare Nicholas back to where he came from.  The 
leader of the pack Alicia spins a tall tale about what happened to the last kid that entered the fridge 
for snack time.  Scared silly but stepping up to the challenge, Nicholas ventures out to get the milk. 
Soon he will be face to face with the truth of what happens when you’re sent to get the SNACKS!

IMAX August 8th 10:30 AM

The Shoes 2005  Wenchung Lu 3 mins Family Like every little child our hero desires to have the shoes that he sees in the commercial. But he has 
no money and no friends. Will his courage be enough for him to rise above the mockery from the 
other kids?

IMAX August 8th 10:30 AM

Wings 2005 East Coast Daniel Brothers 10 mins.  A story about a little boy who grows wings. IMAX August 8th 10:30 AM
Cake 2005  Jennifer Arzt 9 min Family Katie and Roger are best friends and both residents of the Oxford Orphanage. When Katie thinks 

Roger is about to be adopted she sets out to make her best friend so dirty and ugly that no parents 
would want to adopt him. But when the time for Roger's depar

IMAX August 8th 9:30 AM

Check-up Quartet  Eva Sacks 10 min Kids Filmmaker Eva Saks' Check-up Quartet, made for Sesame Street, is a collection of four shorts 
about kids and doctors including I Love My Doctor, Heartbeat, Nurse Wendy, and The Impatient 
Patient.

IMAX August 8th 9:30 AM

Tree Climbers 2006 Shawn Wines 13 mins. Family Bored on a summer day, a group of kids set out to climb the neighborhood tree, while 
inside, their parents argue over meaningless 'adult' things. Will a showdown between kids 
and parents at the tree bring everyone together, or just push them further apart

IMAX August 8th 9:30 AM

Going Home 2006 East Coast Diana Rumjahn 5 mins. Kids This is a beautiful and charming story about love and friendship. Three stuffed animals are 
without a home. A young frog named Charlie and his friends takes us on an unforgettable 
journey in finding the mother. 

IMAX August 8th 9:30 AM

Nice Guys Sleep Alone 1999 Stu Pollard 92 mins. A young man (Sean O'Bryan) in Louisville sees his dating failures are related to his always being 
nice. All of his dates end up going with the rude, obnoxious guys. Deciding to change his ways, he 
goes after a new acquaintance (Sybil Temchen), who unfortunately is tired of the male bores she 
meets and is seeking Mr. Right - the rose-bearing guy who wants to be nice to her.

Cable Car August 9th 5:00 PM

Keep Your Distance 2005 Stu Pollard A popular talk show host's perfect life crumbles as he tries to balance a troubled marriage, an 
obsessive fan, and a deepening affection for a travelling pharmaceutical saleswoman wrestling with 
her own romantic issues. 

Cable Car August 9th

7:15 PM
They're Made out of Meat 2005  Stephen O'Regan 8 mins.  A strange conversation about an unusual discovery. Based on the award winning short story by sci 

fi writer Terry Bisson. Staring Sundance Grand Jury Winner Ben Bailey and Cash Cabs presenter 
Ben Bailey.

Castle Theater August 9th 5:00 PM

Camp Manna 2006 Eric Johnson 25 mins. Family Welcome to Camp Manna, a holy haven isolated from the temptations of this world!  Ian 
Lipscomb has recently arrived at Manna with every intention of having a great weekend.  
However, all that changes after he meets his rambunctious cabin mates, an 
overenthusiastic counselor, and a mysterious groundskeeper.

Castle Theater August 9th 5:00 PM

Little Claus and Big Claus 2005 World Ross Birkbeck 23 mins. Family After a bitter dispute with Big Claus, Little Claus loses his way in the woods. He happens upon a 
secluded farmhouse with some less than normal inhabitants. Here his adventure takes the first of 
many strange turns, involving randy vicars, angry innkeepers

Castle Theater August 9th 5:00 PM

Project Huxley 2005 New England Simon Brown 12 mins. AC Huxley is a monkey. He is imprisoned in a lab, forced to take part in a 'Monkey typing 
Shakespeare' experiment by a sadistic lab assistant. Secretly he harbours dreams of 
playing Hamlet. Can Huxley escape from his tormentors and realize his theatrical dreams? 
Who says a monkey can't play Shakespeare?

Castle Theater August 9th

5:00 PM
Santa Baby 2005 David Widdicombe 20 mins. AC Ten-year-old Amelia has fallen in love for the first time. The object of her affection? A 

department store Santa Claus. Even when she learns Santa's just a guy named Bob, 
Amelia doesn't care - she's so in love. But when Santa doesn't return her affections Amelia 
decides to takes action.

Castle Theater August 9th 5:00 PM



Little Athens 2005 Tom Zuber 106 mins. Little Athens is multi-storied drama/comedy about a single day in the lives of four groups of 
disillusioned youths living in a small rural town.  Their separate journeys lead to an 
explosive house party, where each character desperately seeks to resolve the problems 
that define both them and their town.

Castle Theater August 9th 7:00 PM

Without Apology 2005 Susan Hamovitch Doc 'Without Apology' is the story of the filmmaker's family's 'dark secret' -- her brother Alan, born with a 
disability so severe he would never learn to speak. Institutionalized in 1958, a taboo family topic for 
more than thirty years, Alan is only now -- after the expose of his state-run facility, the radical 
overhaul of medical thought on retardation and autism, --emerging as a member of his family and of 
the world. 

Castle Theater 2 August 9th 5:00 PM

Diamond in a Golden Land: The 
Legacy of the Great Po Sein

2006 Glenn Short 54 mins Doc  The work and life of the great classical royal dancer, Po Sein of Myanmar is featured in this 
documentary of Burmese culture.

Castle Theater 2 August 9th 5:00 PM

Statistics 2005 World Frank  Robak 103 mins "STATISTICS" tells the story of individuals who all share one thing in common: they will become 
statistics by the end of the day. They are neither heroes nor criminals, but everyday people who will 
become victims of everyday life. The events that take place will be read about today and forgotten 
tomorrow, but in that blink-of-an-eye, their lives and the lives of the people around them will be 
changed forever. It happens every day. Despite the tragedies, this is not a story about dying, but is 
in fact a very uplifting story about living. The message is simple: cherish life today because no one 
is guaranteed a tomorrow.

Castle Theater 2 August 9th 7:15 PM

A Lively Experiment:  Dr. John 
Clarke, Co-Founder of Rhode 
Island (1609-1676)

2005 Diane St. Laurent 37 minutes Doc After immigrating to Boston to escape religious oppression in England, Dr. Clarke, a physician and 
scholar, was lead to Aquidneck Island by friend, Roger Williams.  Over the next 35 years, under the 
quiet hands of John Clarke, Aquidneck Island became Rhode Island.  A haven for those seeking a 
democratic community encouraging freedom of expression. 

Cinematheque August 9th 5:15 PM

Birdstate 2005  Geoff Adams 18 mins. Doc BIRDSTATE2005. Geoff Adams. Digital video and animation'Well, we've learned quite a bit today 
about the Rhode Island Red and how it became our State Bird and I'm just trying to figure out, what 
the heck does it all mean?'

Cinematheque August 9th 5:15 PM

One Day Sale 2005 Keith  Brown 20 mins. Doc
Come along to the local Best Buy where shoppers are waiting for the clock to strike 6:00am 
so they can rush into the store to 'go and grab' their bargains.  One Day Sale gives a brief 
glimpse of an interesting group of people that only act this way once a year.

Cinematheque August 9th 5:15 PM

My Backyard Was a Mountain Adam Schlaehter 24 mins. Family The story of Adan, a Puerto Rican boy who has one day to find a home for his pet goat, Chivo, 
before his family relocates to New York City in the late 1950's.  While searching for a new owner for 
Chivo, Adan discovers the promise of first love with his childhood friend, Denise, whom he will also 
have to leave behind.

Cinematheque August 9th 7:15 PM

Danya 2005 East Coast Beth Armstrong 19 mins. Family The story of Danya, a troubled 8-year old, whose determination to find out about her late 
mother leads to a deeper connection with her remote father.  Set in contemporary Sydney, 
autumn across neighbouring terrace houses; this story considers how three generations 
deal with death.

Cinematheque August 9th

7:15 PM

Dammi il La 2005
 Matteo Servente 21 mins. A priest succumbs to the urge to recount the story of an inexplicable friendship to a blocked 

composer who visits his church every day.
Cinematheque August 9th 7:15 PM

Dutch Bird 2004  Kirk Weddell 20 mins. Family A comedy about an pigeon racer who gets involved in an international drug trafficking plot.The story 
looks at ethics and the nature of friendship.

Cinematheque August 9th
7:15 PM

LA Primavera 2006 World Ruben Obregon Casas 15 mins
A U.S. Navy sailor spends an unexpected afternoon with a local Chilean waitress. Painting 
a picture of this short, intimate encounter between two people, La Primavera delves into the 
fleeting moments of uncertainty and flux, which test the bounds of emotional connection.

Cinematheque August 9th 7:15 PM

Hiro 2005 Matthew Swanson 19 mins. After a chance encounter with a young girl, a shy Japanese insect collector finds himself thrust into 
a wild chase to recover a stolen beetle. 

Cinematheque August 9th 12:15 PM

Ketsuzoku 2005 World Yuji Nukui 40 mins. In modern day Tokyo, a young man SHIN who is trying to end his life. He visited his 
grandmother's house and watched a dream of Samurai fighting against the bandits. It was 
not dreams but the memory of his own bloodline.

Cinematheque

August 9th 12:15 PM
Missing Pages 2006 Jerome Olivier 24 mins. After developing a time machine, the inventor finds himself enwrapped in a war ignited by 

his creation.
Cinematheque August 9th 12:15 PM

Recapturing the Lost Colors of BASARA2005

East Coast Kazuo Takahashi 30 mins.

Doc

Infatuated with the charms of the 12 Divine Generals at Shin-Yakushi-ji Temple in Japan, experts in 
archaeology, conservation, pigmentation, laser scanning, and computer graphics collaborated to 
restore the true colors, in 3D!

Cinematheque August 9th

12:15 PM
The Sandbox 2005 New England Kory Juul 6 mins. Inspired by Akira Kurasawa's 'Dreams,' director Kory Juul's short cg animated film 'The Sandbox' 

tells a tale of artistic struggle, and perserverance.
Cinematheque August 9th 12:15 PM

Water 2006 World 
Premiere

Shuichi Yoshida 25 mins. AC Winner of the Akutagawa prize, one of the most prestigious literary awards in Japan, Shuichi 
Yoshida, in his first attempt to adapt from one of his own novels, set in his own hometown of 
Nagasaki, Japan, the film "Water" brilliantly and delicately portrays the lives of the two boys in high 
school swimming club who have faced adolescent. 

Cinematheque August 9th 12:15 PM

The 4th Dimension 2006  Dave Mazzoni, Tom 
Mattera

82 mins. Jack is a loner confined to a workbench in the back of an antique shop. When a mysterious woman 
presents him with a  broken antique clock that is not to be fixed, unexplainable events begin to 
occur. After finding Albert Einstein's journal on his still unsolved unified filed theory, Jack becomes 
obsessed with analyzing time and theorizing its connection to his surreal dreams, and his 
perception of reality, only to lead to the discovery of the biggest mystery of all, himself. 

Cinematheque August 9th

3:00 PM
The Handyman 2006 World Simon Rumley 15 mins AC Julia Parchant is a spinster who lives on an isolated farm in America's Mid-West. She advertises for 

a handyman to help her with the upkeep of her property in return for food and lodging. The itinerant 
good-looking but shifty Caleb Tucker gets the job and settles into life on the farm. Just as Julia  
starts to fall for his charms, news arrives that a serial killer is on the loose...

Cinematheque August 9th 3:00 PM

Coffee Date 2006  Stewart Wade 94 mins. Todd's life spins out of control when an unexpected friendship with a gay man causes everyone in 
his life to start thinking he too is gay.  Do they know something he doesn't?

Cinematheque
August 9th 9:00 PM



Little Victim 2005 Dean Ronalds 8 mins. Family Little Victim is a whimsically dark comedy about what lies at the end of the rainbow and the 
diminutive measure of a man.

Columbus Theatre
August 9th

9:15 PM

Expiration Date 2005 Rick  Stevenson 94 mins. A romantic fable of sweetly odd proportions, Expiration Date tells the tale of Charlie Silver Cloud 
III—a man with a heavy ancestral weight on his shoulders: his grandfather and father both were 
killed on their 25th birthdays by milk trucks.  Charlie’s about to turn 25.   

Columbus Theatre August 9th 9:15 PM

Journey to Justice 2006

New England Steve Palackdharry  106 mins

Doc

JOURNEY TO JUSTICE tells the story of Howard Triest, a German Jew who fled Nazi Germany in 
1939 when he was 16 years old, returned as an American soldier and then served as an interpreter 
during the Nuremberg Trial, where came face-to-face with imprisoned

Columbus Theatre

August 9th 5:00 PM
Pituco 2005 East Coast Alejandro Heiber 7 mins. Jewish Pituco is a teddy bear that surived WW2. Now in the hands of Benjamin, it once belonged to his 

little sister Malka. But Pituco will change hands once again, as its painful story is passed down to 
another generation.

Columbus Theatre August 9th

5:00 PM
Tycho's Nova 2005  Soo Jin Hwang 15 mins. Family Finn, a young woman found at sea as a child, must choose between her all-consuming passion to 

sing as the fisherman who rescued her.
Columbus Theatre August 9th 7:00 PM

Shut Up and Sing 2006 Bruce Leddy 95 mins. A group of guys who sang together in a college a cappella group reunite fifteen years later to 
perform at a friend's wedding and discover how their lives have progressed-and in some cases 
regressed- since their college heyday.

Columbus Theatre August 9th 7:00 PM

Danger Rangers: Safe and Sound 2006 John Kafka 28 min Kids The hottest new rock bands, the Decibulls, are literally shaking up Hollywood with their dangerously 
loud music. When buidlings start creating serious fall hazards from their music vibrations, the 
Danger Rangers must teach kids how to Play It Safe  while playing it cool with music! 

IMAX August 9th 9:30 AM

SECRET COURAGE - The Walter Suskind Story 2005

Tim Morse 82 mins.

Doc, G&L

Secret Courage tells the story of Walter Suskind, a Jew who saved close to 1,000 Dutch 
children from the Nazi death camps.  It is told in the words of historians, resistance workers 
who assisted Suskind, and five of the children they saved.  Unlike more gruesome 
treatments of this subject, this film brings the choiceless choices of the Holocaust to the 
audience in a compelling and personal way; it leaves the viewer to question what his own 
response might be if faced with a similar moral dilemma.

IMAX August 9th 7:20 PM

The Bigger Picture 2005 Tristan Higgs 8 mins. Jewish, Family Eight-year-old Josie longs to grow up but her student mom won't ket her. An accidental 
encounter with the legacy of the Holocaust forces Josie to take her first step into a larger 
world.

IMAX August 9th 7:20 PM

Colma: The Musical 2006  Richard Wong 120 mins 'New York's got New Jersey, San Francisco's got the place where Colma stays.'  In the 
small suburban town of Colma, three friends fresh out of high school tackle the age old 
question that has plagued humanity:  'Now what?'Colma: The Musical boasts 13 musical 
numbers featuring all original music by H.P. Mendoza.  It is the feature directorial debut for 
Richard Wong.

IMAX

August 9th 9:30 PM
Kungfu Gecko 2005 World Nickson Fong 5 mins. Kids Enter a world of small creatures where microscopic legends begin.  A tiny tale about an 

unlikely band of accidental heroes, that, with little kungfu and some good luck, overcome 
adversity and unexpectedly free a kingdom from the clutches of evil.

IMAX

August 9th 10:30 AM
Ice Cream 2006 World Alexandra Fisher 6 mins Kids Zyla is a six-year old girl who always obeys her austere mother. But there are some things 

she simply can't resist and that could get her into a lot of trouble...
IMAX August 9th 9:30 AM

Green 2006 World Sagi Zamoshchik 3 mins. Kids An innocent butterfly is drawn towards a single green spot in the desert, to achieve his desire he 
has to overcome many man-made obstacles.

IMAX August 9th 9:30 AM

Santa's Camels 2005 Steve Gray 6 mins. Kids 'Santa's Camels' is a delightful 3d animated holiday tale with a slightly different twist.  This 
charming cast of characters is sure to amuse people of all ages, while the story provides a 
valuable message for   children.

IMAX August 9th 9:30 AM

Second Banana 2005 East Coast Fill Marc Sagadraca 3 mins. Kids A short character animation piece about a young ape that befriends an older crabby ape through an 
annoying game of mimicry.

IMAX August 9th 9:30 AM

Wander 2006  Joshua Clark 6 mins. Kids On the way to school, a young boy discovers his inspiration in a glass jar. Curious, he opens the jar 
and his inspiration flies off into the city where he starts out after it. His search takes him to a place 
where the ordinary and the enchanted meet, where letting the mind wander is both exciting and 
enriching.

IMAX August 9th 9:30 AM

Lemonade Stories 2004  Mary C. Mazzio 47 mins. Doc 'Lemonade Stories,' a film about extraordinary entrepreneurs and their mums, chronicles the impact 
mothers have had on igniting the entrepreneurial spirit. The film features Richard Branson (Virgin); 
Arthur Blank (Home Depot); Russell Simmons (Def Jam); Kay Koplovitz (USA Network); Tom Scott 
(Nantucket Nectars) among others. 

Jane Pickens August 9th 1:00 PM

Lassie 2006 Charles Sturridge 100 Min. Family A family in financial crisis is forced to sell Lassie, their beloved dog. Hundreds of miles away from 
her true family, Lassie escapes and sets out on a journey home.

Jane Pickens August 9th 3:00 PM

Scared New World 2005 East Coast Chris  Brown 80 mins. Three Oakland, CA roommates -- a pot dealing single mother, a reclusive writer, and a French 
foreign exchange student -- explore sex, death, drugs and the common houseplant.

Jane Pickens August 9th 5:00 PM

Three Women and a Chateau 2006 New England Catherine Ryan, Gary 
Weimberg 

81 mins Doc The Heiress, the Countess, the Doctor, and a 100 year love affair with a 100 room 
architectural masterpiece - Chateau Carolands, in Hillsborough, California - the 2nd largest 
private home in the United States; a building whose story is a three dimensional history of 
life among America's most well-to-do elite.

Jane Pickens

August 9th 7:00 PM
Liberty Street: Alive at Ground 
Zero

2005 Peter Josyph 118 mins Doc  Loyal Downtown New Yorkers who ran for their lives from the collapse of the Twin Towers return 
with a resolve to restore their world to order.

Jane Pickens August 9th 9:00 PM

American Buffalo 1996
Michael Corrente 88 mins Is another story of men and their interminable struggle toward the top of the heap, a goal which 

ultimately and inevitably eludes most of us. 
Showcase

Outside Providence 1999 Michael Corrente Showcase



Program 
Package

2nd Screening 
Venue

2nd 
Screening 

Date

2nd 
Screenin
g Time

2nd 
Program 
Package 3rd screening?

The Amateurs

Land of the Blind

Hip, Hop & Short 2    

Hip, Hop & Short 2

Hip, Hop & Short 2

Hip, Hop & Short 2

Grab-Bag Shorts Cinematheque August 12th 8:30 PM Horror     
Grab-Bag Shorts

Grab-Bag Shorts
Grab-Bag Shorts

Grab-Bag Shorts

Grab-Bag Shorts

Whole New Thing 

Whole New Thing 
Whole New Thing 

Slightly Racy 
Comedies

Slightly Racy 
Comedies

Castle Theater August 12th 2:30 PM



Slightly Racy 
Comedies

Slightly Racy 
Comedies

Slightly Racy 
Comedies

Hard-Boiled Short 
Films

Hard-Boiled Short 
Films

Hard-Boiled Short 
Films

Hard-Boiled Short 
Films

Hard-Boiled Short 
Films

Hard-Boiled Short 
Films

Hard-Boiled Short 
Films

Student Film 
Showcase

Student Film 
Showcase

Student Film 
Showcase

Slightly Racy 
Comedies

Eve of 
Understanding

CCA August 12th 7:00 PM RIIFF 
Highlights

Eve of 
Understanding

Pirate Radio USA

Pirate Radio USA

Encounter Point Castle Theater August 11th 9:00 PM Suspense 
Shorts

Encounter Point 

Wetlands 
Preserved: The 
Story of an Activist 
Rock Club
Wetlands 
Preserved: The 
Story of an Activist 
Rock Club

Caffeine

Dirt Racing Doc

Kidseye - Older Castle Theater August 11th 5:00 PM Coming of 
Age



Kidseye - Young

Kidseye - Young
Kidseye - Young

Kidseye - Young
A Life Among 
Whales

ears, open. 
eyeballs, click

   

A Life Among 
Whales

   

A Life Among 
Whales

IMAX August 9th 10:30 AM Kidseye - 
Older

Flying Downhill: 
Bode Miller 

Brats
Vajra Sky Over 
Tibet
Vajra Sky Over 
Tibet

Open Window 

Wil

Horror Cable Car August 12th Midnight Horror

Coming of Age Castle Theater 2 August 13th 3:00 PM In Case You 
Missed It

Coming of Age IMAX August 10th 10:30 AM Kidseye - 
Older

Coming of Age

Coming of Age



Coming of Age

Suspense Shorts    
You Did What?

Suspense Shorts Castle Theatre August 13th 3:00 PM In Case You 
Missed It

Bob and Jack's 52-
Year Adventure 

Castle Theater 2

August 13th 5:00 PM
Bob and Jack's 52-
Year Adventure 

Bob and Jack's 52-
Year Adventure 

Punk Love

Odds & Ends CCA August 11th 7:00 PM RIIFF 
Highlights

Odds & Ends IMAX August 12th 9:30 AM NE Student 
Fest

Odds & Ends

Odds & Ends

Odds & Ends

Odds & Ends

Odds & Ends

Odds & Ends

Make 'Em Laugh Castle Theater August 12th 2:30 PM

Big Bad Swim

Big Bad Swim

Make 'Em Laugh  
Make 'Em Laugh

Make 'Em Laugh

Make 'Em Laugh



Make 'Em Laugh

Make 'Em Laugh

Make 'Em Laugh

The Circle

The Circle

Fat Rose and 
Squeaky 
Boy Culture 

Boy Culture 

Boy Culture 

Special Castle Theater August 12th 2:30 PM

Deadpan Valentine

Deadpan Valentine 

Special CCA August 10th 7:00 PM RIIFF 
Highlights

Special 

In A Day Castle Theater

August 12th

2:30 PM

In A Day

Kidseye Fest 

Kidseye Fest 

Love in the Age of 
Dion 

Bombhunters

Kidseye Fest

Kidseye Fest



Kidseye Fest

Kidseye Fest

Kidseye Fest

Kidseye - Fest

Forgiven 

The Trouble with 
Dee Dee
Dreamland 

Animated Shorts CCA August 10th 7:00 PM RIIFF 
Highlights

Animated Shorts CCA August 11th 7:00 PM RIIFF 
Highlights

 

Animated Shorts

Animated Shorts

Animated Shorts

Animated Shorts

From the Heart 
Shorts

From the Heart 
Shorts

Growing up Fast CCA August 10th 7:00 PM RIIFF 
Highlights

Growing up Fast IMAX August 9th 10:30 AM Kidseye - 
Older

Growing up Fast

Growing up Fast

Growing up Fast

Growing up Fast

GLBT Shorts

GLBT Shorts

GLBT Shorts



GLBT Shorts

GLBT Shorts

Animated Shorts

GLBT Shorts

GLBT Shorts

From the Heart 
Shorts

Class Act

The O Tapes

Bright Side of Life 
Shorts

Bright Side of Life 
Shorts

Bright Side of Life 
Shorts

Bright Side of Life 
Shorts

Hard Edged Shorts     

Hard Edged Shorts

Hard Edged Shorts

Hard Edged Shorts

Hard Edged Shorts

Hard Edged Shorts

Hard Edged Shorts

Short Docs

Short Docs



Short Docs

Short Docs

Bright Side of Life 
Shorts

The Paths We Take CCA August 10th 7:00 PM RIIFF 
Highlights

The Paths We Take

The Paths We Take

The Paths We Take

Spot The Stars 1  

Spot The Stars 1 Castle Theater 2

Spot The Stars 1 Castle Theatre August 13th 3:00 PM In Case You 
Missed It

Spot The Stars 1 CCA August 10th 7:00 PM RIIFF 
Highlights

Spot The Stars 1

Spot The Stars 1

Spot The Stars 2 CCA August 11th 7:00 PM RIIFF 
Highlights

Spot The Stars 2

Spot The Stars 2

Spot The Stars 2

Horror

Horror     

Yikes!

Heather Hensen 
Presents: 
Handmade Puppet 
Dreams 

   



Heather Hensen 
Presents: 
Handmade Puppet 
Dreams 

Grant's Park August 12th 8:15 PM    

Heather Hensen 
Presents: 
Handmade Puppet 
Dreams 
Heather Hensen 
Presents: 
Handmade Puppet 
Dreams 
Heather Hensen 
Presents: 
Handmade Puppet 
Dreams 
Heather Hensen 
Presents: 
Handmade Puppet 
Dreams 
Heather Hensen 
Presents: 
Handmade Puppet 
Dreams 

Horror

Christa McAuliffe: 
Reach for the Stars 

Christa McAuliffe: 
Reach for the Stars 

The Tournament

The Tournament

Hot Tamale 

Ice Kings 

NE Student Fest

NE Student Fest



NE Student Fest

NE Student Fest CCA August 10th 7:00 PM RIIFF 
Highlights

NE Student Fest CCA August 12th 7:00 PM RIIFF 
Highlights

NE Student Fest

NE Student Fest

NE Student Fest

NE Student Fest

The Conrad Boys 

Karen Blixen 

More Than 1,000 
Words 

Shape of Water, 
The 

Shape of Water, 
The 

International Stories

International Stories

International Stories
The Hole Story 

The Hole Story 

Local Showcase

Local Showcase

Local Showcase

Local Showcase
Local Showcase

International Stories



International Stories
Jack Mitchell: My 
Life is Black and 
White 
Jack Mitchell: My 
Life is Black and 
White 

Celebrity 
Documentaries

Shooting From The 
Hip Comedies

CCA August 11th 7:00 PM RIIFF 
Highlights

Shooting From The 
Hip Comedies

Shooting From The 
Hip Comedies

Shooting From The 
Hip Comedies

Celebrity 
Documentaries

Sweetzer

Shooting From The 
Hip Comedies
Boxing: The 
Contender 

Documentary

Tomorrow is Today 

Tomorrow is Today 

Closing Night

Closing Night
Opening Night August 11th IMAX 9:30 AM Kidseye Fest

Opening Night Castle Theater 2 August 12th 5:15 PM

Opening Night Castle Theatre August 12th 2:30 PM  

Opening Night Castle Theatre August 13th 3:00 PM In Case You 
Missed It

Opening Night IMAX August 10th 10:30 AM Kidseye - 
Older

Castle Theater 2, Aug. 12, 
12:30 PM

Opening Night IMAX August 10th 10:30 AM Kidseye - 
Older

CCA  August 10th 7 pm

Opening Night IMAX August 9th 10:30 AM Kidseye - 
Older

Castle Theatre, August 13th, 
3:00 PM, In Case You Missed 

It
Opening Night Castle Theater August 11th 9:00 PM Suspense 

Shorts
Opening Night Castle Theater August 11th 9:00 PM Suspense 

Shorts



Opening Night IMAX August 10th 9:30 AM, 
10:30 AM

CCA August 11th 7 pm

Opening Night

Kidseye - Young

Kidseye - Young
Kidseye - Older

Kidseye - Older

Kidseye - Older

Kidseye - Older
Kidseye - Young

Kidseye - Young

Kidseye - Young

Kidseye - Young

Stu Pollard 
Retrospective

   

Stu Pollard 
Retrospective

Cable Car August 13th

5:00 PM

Stu Pollard 
Retrospectiv

e
Not Your Average 

Comedy
 

Not Your Average 
Comedy

Not Your Average 
Comedy

Not Your Average 
Comedy

Not Your Average 
Comedy



 

Local Docs

Local Docs

Local Docs

Global Panorama    

Global Panorama IMAX August 9th 10:30 AM Kidseye - 
Older

Global Panorama

Global Panorama

Global Panorama

Japanese Fest Castle Theater 2 August 10th 5:15 PM

Japanese Fest
Japanese Fest

Japanese Fest

Japanese Fest

Japanese Fest

The 4th Dimension

The 4th Dimension

Coffee Date



Expiration Date Cinematheque August 11th 1:00 PM

Expiration Date

Journey to Justice

Journey to Justice

Shut up and Sing Castle Theatre August 13th 3:00 PM In Case You 
Missed It

Shut up and Sing

Kidseye - Young

Secret Courage

Secret Courage

Colma: The Musical 

Kidseye - Older

Kidseye - Young CCA August 11th 7:00 PM RIIFF 
Highlights

Kidseye - Young

Kidseye - Young

Kidseye - Young

Kidseye - Young

Lemonade Stories 

Lassie Cable Car August 12th 1:00 PM

Scared New World 

Three Women and 
a Chateau

IMAX August 10th

7:20 PM
Liberty Street: Alive 
at Ground Zero

American Buffalo
Outside Providence 


